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Résumé
Modéliser le sens en établissant des règles de paraphrasage de manière que l’on
puisse prédire quand l’application d’une règle paraphrastique à une phrase arbitraire
résultera en une paraphrase acceptable est essentiel en la maximisation de l’utilité de
la paraphrase en l’étude sémantique et en linguistique computationnelle. Dans ce
mémoire, nous proposons de contribuer à cette modélisation d’un nouveau point de
départ. Nous avons appliqué de manière aveugle une règle paraphrastique déjà
établie à un corpus de phrases en anglais défini pour ensuite analyser les résultats non
acceptables de ce test. En particulier, nous menons une étude sur la problématique de
l’opération paraphrastique qui transforme le verbe du syntagme verbal comportant la
tête syntaxique d’une phrase donnée en un verbe support suivi d’une nominalisation
du verbe original.
L’analyse des phrases résultantes de cette opération paraphrastique, les
paraphrases proposées, a été menée avec l’hypothèse que l’aspect linguistique joue un
rôle signifiant dans l’explication de la non acceptabilité de certaines paraphrases
obtenues. En effet, plusieurs paraphrases non acceptables qui résultent de cette
opération paraphrastique ne sont pas acceptables car elles changent le sens aspecwel
de la phrase originale. De plus, nous avons trouvé que la non acceptabilité des autres
paraphrases s’explique par la présence des autres propriétés phrastiques syntactique et
sémantique. Au total, onze catégories de propriétés des phrases ont été détectées et
distinguées à l’analyse des paraphrases non acceptables, parmi lesquels le besoin d’un
sujet grammatical animé, des problèmes d’une modification de la portée de l’action
dénotée par le verbe en question par rapport au sujet grammatical et les structures
cachées elliptiques.
Mots clés
Aspect, linguistique théorique, fonction lexicale, nominalisation, paraphrase,
sémantique, verbe support.
Il
Abstract
The modelling of meaning by the establishment of paraphrase rules in such a way that
one is able (o predict when the application of a paraphrase rule to any arbitrary
sentence will produce acceptable results is essential if one wants to maximise the
usefulness of the paraphrase in semantics and computational linguistics. In this
thesis, we propose to contribute towards this modelling from a new angle. We
carried out the blind application of a well-recognised paraphrase rule to a defined
corpus of sentences in English in order to then analyse the resuits of this test. In
particular, we carried out a study of the problernatic surrounding the paraphrastic
operation that transforms a verb of a verb constellation into a support verb followed
by a nominalisation of the original verb.
The analysis of the resulting sentences of this paraphrase operation, the
attempted paraphrases, was can-ied out with the hypothesis that linguistic aspect plays
a significant role in the explanation of the unacceptability of some unacceptable
paraphrases. Indeed, many unacceptable paraphrases resulting from this paraphrase
operation are not acceptable because they change the aspectual meaning denoted by
the original sentence. In addition, we have found that the unacceptability of other
sentences may be explained by the presence of other sentential syntactic or semantic
properties. In total, eleven categories of these properties have heen detected and
distinguished throughout this analysis of unacceptable paraphrases, among which are
the requirement of animacy of the grammatical subject, the altering of the scope of
action with relation to the grammatical subject, and hidden elliptical structures.
Key words
Aspect, lexical function, nominalisation, paraphrase, sernantics, support verb, light
verb, theoretical linguistics.
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4Chapter 7: Introduction
1.1 The Notion of Paraphrase
A paraphrase S2 (of a given sentence S,) is considered to be u complete sentence that
manifests synonyrny or sernantic equivalence with another complete sentence S,
(Mi1ievià 2003: 1). Thus two sentences of u given language are called paraphrases
ofone another if they stand in a paraphrastic relationship—that is, if they stand in this
sentential relationship of synonyrny or semantic equivalency (Miliéevié 20t)3: 38).
Once this paraphrastic relationship between two sentences has been observed, it is
possible to create a paraphrase mie which specities the syntactic, lexical or
morphological information that may be altered in a given sentence without any
alteration of semantic information.’ This rule may be used as a theoretical tool
known as a paraphrase (or paraphrastic) operation which may be applied to a sentence
in order to obtain a paraphrase of that sentence whose differences from the original
sentence lie in that information specified by the paraphrase rule.
One may sornetimes consider the original sentence S, to be a simpler textual
forrn of the semantic contents shared between it and the resuit of the paraphrase
operation, its paraphrase S2, making this latter textual forrn (i.e., S2) the more
compiex textual forrn.2 The simpler forrn may also be considered the iiioie ustiul
form, whereas the more complex form is relatively tess tisucti (Harris 1957). The
following sentences illustrate these concepts.
t 1) Mary won u bicycle.
(2) It was a bicycle that Mary won.
(3) It was Mary who won a bicycle.
(4) Lucy gave John a sweater.
(5) John vas given a sweater by Lucy.
(6) Louis prornised that he would corne.
As Mel’uk (1994: 37-53) has donc in creating u list oC paraphrase rules.
2 Following. for example, Harris (1957). See also, section 2.2.
5(7) Louis made a promise that he would corne.
In each group of sentences a paraphrastic relation holds between the group’s
members. In the first group of sentences, we have the simpler forrn in (I), and the
more complex forms, having cleft structures, in (2) and (3). In the second group of
sentences, (4) is considered to be the simple form, whereas the passive structure in (5)
is considered to be the complex form. The final group of sentences illustrates a
paraphrase operation by which the main verb of the sentence is transformed into a
support verb (light verb) followed by a nominalisation of the original main verb. In
this case, (6) is considered b be the simple forrn and (7) the more complex form.
We remark, however, that the notion of relative complexity of paraphrases, as
described, is flot always clear, as we observe in the following two groups ot
paraphrases.
(8) Judith applied for employment insurance.
(9) Judith applied for unemployrnent insurance.
(10) Lucy gave John a sweater.
(I I) Lucy gave a sweater to John.
(12) John received a sweater from Lucy.
The lexical synonymy in the first group of sentences, hetween unenipÏovment
insurance and its politically correct equivalent emjilovment insumnce, implies a
paraphrastic relationship between sentence (8) and (9). however there are no
additional lexical items involved in the paraphrase rule, simply a lexical reptacement
of units in the sentence. Thus it is difficult to determine a more complex forrn among
the two paraphrases. Simitarly, sentences (10) and (Il) are paraphrases differing
only in the order of expression of the arguments, perrnitted by the verb give, which
allows this transitive alternation.3 h is difficult to determine which form is the more
complex form; (11) has more lexical units, but uses the normal manner in which one
The terrn iransitive ahemation” is taken from Levin (1993).
6expresses the direct and indirect objects of a verh. And (12) is the conversive
expression of (10) and (Il), having exactly the same number of lexical units as (Il).
7.2 The Importance 0f Paraphrase in Linguistics
7.2.1 Semantics
The paraphrase, as a manifestation of semantic equivalencv, is central to the study of
semantics in linguistics. Indeed, the properties and aspects of hai’ing a neaning for a
given linguistic structure may only be studied through the properties and aspects of
that linguistic structure to have the saine meaning as another linguistic structure.
Inevitably, the reaim of discourse for describing the meaning of one linguistic
structure is linguistic itself; thus. this description implies the establishment of a
sameness in meaning between linguistic structures. Some linguistic frameworks have
built a study of semantics through Iogical, symbolic meta-languages.4 However, this
reaim of discourse is essentially based on a description of equivalencies, and thus
irnplicitly uses and is based upon the notion of sameness in semantic content between
propositions.
From another point of view, the study of the inter-changeability of a set of
sentences within a given context is considered by sorne linguists to be a more
objective manner in which language may be studied.5 By this method of study, flot
only the property of sameness of meaning may be identifïed, but also the subtie
changes in meaning, or of imperfect synonymy, which occur within a given context
may be established, when interchanging what are previously considered to be
paraphrases. Indeed, sentence synonymy, like lexical synonymy, is flot aiways
perfect. Where and how this imperfect paraphrase comes about is important
information in theoretically modelling the semantic distinctions in a language.
For example. the “mid-westem” tradition. rollowing Montague (1973).
For example, 1-lards (1951).
77.2.2 The Paraphrase in Computational Linguistics
Paraphrase is gaining importance as a tool in computational linguistics, as attest the
increasing number of conferences dedicated to its study.6 The importance of the
paraphrase in computational linguistics is widespread among its suhdomains. We
describe two sub-dornains in which the paraphrase plays a central role: natural
language generation, and machine translation.
1.2.2.1 The Paraphrase in Natural Language Generation
In natural language generation, one studies how to generate natural language by
computer, based on a representation of information to be conveyed by the generated
text. Sometimes this information may be given in the form of a sentence belonging to
the language in question. Then the aim in natural language generation is exactly the
computer generation of paraphrases in a given language. Because of the absence of
linguistic intuition on the part of the computer in this process, the information
regarding the circumstances under which a particular paraphrase operation may be
applied becomes crucial, as we will illustrate. In considering the following sentences.
one recognises a paraphrastic relationship.
(13) George h&ped his son with his homework.
(14) George gave his son some help with his homework.
This is the nominalisation and support verb paraphrastic operation first illustrated in
examples (6) and (7). However, when one attempts w apply this paraphrase
operation in different circumstances, one potentially generates an unacceptable
sentence, as illustrated below.
(15) The music helped John to concentrate on bis work.
(16) The music gave John some help to concentrate on bis work.7
Such as the Workshop at the Annual Meeum,’ of the Association of Ccnnflutatiou Liizguistics (ACL
2005), tJe’oted ta Coipirical Mode!jn of Semuntic Equiralence und Lntc,il,nent. anti the annual A Ct.
International tYorkshops on Puraphrusing.
A theorist in the Meaning-Text Theory may argue that the nominal liel n (16) s flot a
nominalisation of the verb help in (15). This argument is perhaps open 10 debate rom clilïeient
8Smi1arly, in sentences (17) and (1$) we have perfectly acceptable paraphrases, (18)
being the resuit of a passivising paraphrase operation.
(17) Lucy gave John sweater.
(1 8) John was given a sweater by Lucy.
However, when one attempts to apply the same operation to (I 9), one obtains an
unacceptable sentence (20).
(19) John gave the performance bis ail.
(20) *The performance was given bis ail by John.7 ahove
Thus, we sec that a set of appiicability conditions for each paraphrase operation is
necessary. And information regarding how a paraphrase operation acts on different
types of sentences is very important in building a set of circumstances uiider which
that operation may be appiied.
1.2.2.2 The Notion of the Paraphrase in Machine Translation
The paraphrase is aiso centrai to the domain of machine translation. lndeed,
translation may be considered as the study or practice of the establishment of
linguistic equivalencies between linguistic structures of two different languages. In
most cases, linguistic equivaiencies cannot be effectively established by literai
translation there are often what Dorr (1994) calls translation divergences. These are
theoretical points of view. We are mit employing the lexical theoretical framework uf the Meaning
Text Theory. We propose, simply, tu investigate the application uf paraphrase operations as a
computer program paraphrase generator would, which lias access to a list oC support verhs and
nominalisations, and their acceptable combinations. lndeed. a possible manner in which one may deal
with problems in paraphrasing would be to specify more lexical information. such as the different
contexts in which a verb appears and the effect oC these contexts on the aehievement ut o successful
paraphrase. We hope to shed some light on this information in this thesis. The MTF’s lexical theory
could hclp tu provide insights on 1mw to achieve ihis, resulting. in some cases. in completely
fragmenting a lexical item into different lexical items L1. L2 L,. but we do nul explore this theory
in any great detail. For more inforinaUon, sec Mcl’uk et al. (1995).
9cases where the types and choices of lexical units and/or morphological expression of
these units diverge between the source and target languages. En cases where there are
these translation divergences, Dorr (1994: 597) explains that a “systematic solution to
the divergence problem can be derived from the formatization of ttvo types of
information: (1) the linguistically grounded classes upon which lexical-sernantic
divergences are based; and (2) the techniques by which lexical-semantic divergences
are resolved.” The establishment of a theoretical paraphrase may be considered to bc
such a technique.
It is useful to know when transtating a given sentence into another language
what are the mechanisms for paraphrasing in the source and target languages. in the
case where the original sentence would have no direct equivalent. or in the case
where there is a language specific preference for a given forrn. In the case where the
forrn to be translated cannot be translated without divergence, a theoretical form in
the target language’s representation could exist within an machine transiating system
to which the sentence is first translated and then provided a paraphrase operation to a
form which exists.
Colominas Ventura (2002: 7-9) explains that the translation of support verhs
may bring about a categorical divergence.619 The following examples (adapted from
Colominas Ventura (2002: 7)) illustrate this type of divergence.
(21) fer un badall (Catalan) yawn
(22) express zum Ausdruck bringen (German)
(23) in Unruhe geraten (German) intranquillitzar-se (Catalan) ‘he
uneasy’
(24) commit suicide se suicider (French)
(25) go for a walk se balader (French)
In these examples of nominalisations with support verb, a direct translation would
have produced unacceptable language in the target language. For instance, in (24),
A categorical divergence, distinguished by Dorr (1994)15 a divergence n the grammatical categones
enlisted in the translation of a source sentence and those of an odgin
Salkoff (1990) has also studied the machine translation ot the support verb constellation.
‘o
rather than saying commettre un suicide in French through a direct translation from
commit suicide, one would have the information that in French this construction is not
acceptable, that there is no equivalent form with this nominal, and one would use the
equivalent, se suicider. Similarly, in (25), rather than using the lexical unit walk in
English, to translate se balader from French, one would have the information that xo
•for a walk is prefetred in English, and would make the appropriate paraphrase
operation towards that form.
1.3 The Notion of Aspect and its Role in Paraphrasing
The aspectual meaning of a sentence is organised, according to Smith (1991), into
two different levels: its situation type and its viewpoint. We will give a full
discussion of Smith’s theory of aspect in chapter 3. For the aims of this section, we
offer the reader means for gaining an intuition of some of the distinctions that will be
made, in order to lay the groundwork for a discussion of its importance for the
construction of applicability conditions in paraphrasing.
There are five different categories of aspectual situations and two viewpoint
aspects with which these situations may be expressed. The differcnces among these
categories are accounted for by the different combinations of the properties of
telicity, dynamicity, and durativity.
Telicity is loosely the property of a situation to have u telos, or inherent
terminal endpoint, making it telic, or flot, making it atelic.
Dynamicity is the property of a situation to have inner stages, making it
dynarnic, or flot, in which case it is static.
Durativity is the property of a situation to have endpoints which coincide, in
which case it is punctual, or flot, in which case it is durative.
from the possible combi nations of these different propeilies, the flve types of
situations (States, Activities, Accomplishments, Achievements, and Semelfactives),
and the two types of viewpoints (Perfective and Imperfective) are established. The
following sentences demonstrate some of these properties.
Il
(26) John loves Mary. (State)
(27) John is running. (Activity)
(28) John ran to school. (Accomplishment)
(29) Anne reached the top of the mountain. (Achievement)
(29a) Margaret coughed. (Semelfactive)
Sentence (26) is static and atelic; sentence (27) refers to a dynamic. atelic, durative,
expressed in the imperfective viewpoint; sentence (28) refers to a dynamic, telic,
durative situation, expressed in the perfective viewpoint: sentence (29) refers to a
dynamic, telic, punctual situation, expressed in the perfective viewpoint: and sentence
(29a) refers to a dynamic, atelic, punctual situation expressed in the perfective
viewpoint.
Some notions of how aspect may affect resuits of paraphrase operations have
already been documented. Consider the following sentences ((30) and (31) taken
from Smith (1991:12), and (34) and (35), adapted from Mel’uk & al. (1992: 35)).
(30) The bird is flying. The bird is flying fast.
(31) The bird is in flight. *The bird is in flight fast.
(32) The ship moved. The ship rnoved through the
waves.
(33) The ship was in motion. *The ship was in motion through
the waves.
(34) She cried. She cried loudly.
(35) She was in tears. *She was in tears loudly.
We observe that the conditions under which these groups of sentences are eqtiivalent
are restricted at least to those contexts where the verb is flot modifled. Smith (1991:
12) explains that the problem is due to an aspectual incompatibility. tndeed, (30),
(32) and (34) present Activities, whereas (3 I), (33) and (35) prcsent States—the state
12
of being in (or localistically, be located in) the atIz of the Activity.’° One is able w
modify the internai stages of the Activity, because an Activity is, by definition,
dynamic, and thus bas internai stages. However, States do not have internai stages to
modify, by definition; since “States are static and unchanging, the sentences contrast
with each other in the key properties they ascribe to the situation (Srnith 1991: 12).”
Sirnilarly, Kittredge (1972: 405) explains that there is a telicising effect of the
paraphrase operation transforming a verb irito a support verb with nominalisation. He
gives the following examples to illustrate.
(36) I waiked. I took a walk.
(37) 1 walked for ten minutes. *1 took a walk for ten minutes.
(38) He talked with John. He talked with John until the train
carne.
(39) He had a talk with John. *He had a talk with John until the
train came.
(4t)) He studied flatworms. He studied flatworrns for three
years.
(41) He made a study of fiatworms. *He made a study of flatworins
for three years.
The unacceptability of sentences (37), (39), and (41) results from an aspectual
incompatibility. Sentences (36), (38), and (40) are atelic, whereas (37), (39), and (41)
are telic as a resuits of the paraphrase operation in question.’2
For more on the notion of path, see Smith (199 1:33-36).
° Me1’uk et al. (1992: 35) calls these approximate paraphrases: “Ainsi, en larme.ç = A1(pleurer), en
sorte que Elle pleurait = Elle était en larmes; or cette égalité n’est qu’approximative, si bien que, dans
de nombreux contextes, elle ne peut pas se réaliser [...]
Prince (1972: 409) also af6rms the boundedness of such resulting paraphrases. Also, Nakhimovskv
(1992: 177) èxplains that these types of collocations are often uscd to express the saine meaning
expressed in Russian by Ihe perfective-atelic prefix pa-.
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7.4 Problematic Posed by Paraphrase Operations and Goals
of Thesis
As demonstrated in the previous two sections, there is a definite need for the
construction of a set of applicability conditions of paraphrase operations. However,
to date, there has no systematic account of such applicability conditions.’3 In order to
do this, one would have to first determine the undesired effects of paraphrase
operations on arbitrary sentences. As discussed, observations have been made
concerning the importance of aspect in paraphrase operations, but without any
systematic study of applicability conditions from the point of view of aspect.
Generally, there has been no systematic study of undesired effects of any particular
paraphrase on an arbitrary sentence.
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the paraphrase operation which
transforms a verb into a support verb plus nominalisation construction, particularly in
that direction of application, in order to study the types of unacceptable paraphrases
that may be generated, in terms of generated meaning changes or unacceptable
language.’1 Ibis research bas been carried out with the hypothesis that understanding
the aspect of the studied sentences may provide more indications of resulting
(un)acceptable paraphrases, in the sense that many unacceptable parathrases are
unacceptable, because they have altered the aspectual distinctions of the original
sentence.
In our discussion, we will not be looking at the precise form that the
paraphrase takes; we only verify if a result of the paraphrase operation exists.t5 Only
where the paraphrase is unacceptable will we be trying to detect reasons for this
unacceptability based on form and meaning. We will also not be focussing on the
lexical categories of verbs, as our corpus size does not permit such generalisations.
There has been detailed study of the paraphrase formally and Iists of discovered paraphrases
asscmbled by such researchers as Miliéevié (2003) and MeI’éuk et al. (1992). without Ihe gathering of
applicability conditions of these paraphrases as operations.
4 For more information on the components of this construction, see for example, MeI’éuk & aI. (1995:
125-153). Also. we remark that this support verh plus nominalisation construction has been
considered important enough for researchers such as Stevensen & al. (2004) to have considered the
statistical distribution of occurrences of it, and Salkoff(l990) who studied its machine translation.15 The conditions for the existence of a paraphrase resulting from this operation aie discussed in
Chapter 4.
‘4
For this same reason, we wilI flot be constructing the set of applicability conditions
necessary for predicting the resuit of an application of this paraphrase operation.
However, the hope of the authors is that the resuits of the research carried out will be
beneficial to work toward this construction, and that it may aid in the research of
other paraphrase operations also.
1.4.1 Paraphrase Rule 18
The paraphrase operation we are studying corresponds to a paraphrase rule—
paraphrase rule number 18—described in Mel’uk & al. (1992: 39). For this reason,
we will be referring to it as Paraphrase Rule 18 throughout the thesis. Paraphrase
Rule 1$ is technically called in Me1’uk & al. (1992: 39) a sort of fission with support
verb. It involves the articulation or ‘breaking up’ of a single lexical unit—the niain
verb—into a support verb and nominalisation of that main verh. The nominalisation
becomes the second syntactic actant of the support verb, while the grammatical
subject of the original sentence remains the grammatical subject of the support verb
in the paraphrase. In terms of relative complexity, the support verb and
nominalisation construction would be the more complex forrn of the main verb.
According to the Meaning-Text theory on syntactic structure, this rule lias the
following representation, where Co(v) denotes the original lexical unit (the verh) in
question, So(C0) is the nominalisation ofthis lexical unit, and Operj(So(Co)) stands for
a particular kind of support verb for this norninalised form. The S(Co) is the second
syntactic actant ofthe support verb Oper1(So(C)) (Mel’uk & al. 1992: 39).
C(;(v) Oper1(So(C0))
“PI’
S0(C0)
The following sentences, translated from Mel’uk & al. (1992: 39) illustrate.
(42) John welcomed us (warmly).
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(43) John gave us a (warm) welcome.
(44) John gave us a (warm) welcorning.
Sentence (42) is the original sentence. Sentences (43) and (44) are the possible
results of the paraphrase operation. In these sentences, the support verb is give, and
the nominalisations are, respectively welcome and wetcoming. In terrns of relative
complexity, one may consider sentence (42) as simpler than its paraphrases (43) and
(44).
7.5 Organisation of Research and Thesis
1.5.1 Research Organisation
for the research on the applicability conditions of Rule 18, we have carried out a
preliminary study of the paraphrase rule as it appears, illustrated in MeI’uk & al.
(1992), but translated into English. Following this preliminary study, we gathered a
corpus of four articles—English scientific and joumalistic texts, to be discusseci in
Chapter 4. Equipping ourselves with the tools on aspect provided in Srnith (199 I).
we carried out a classification of the 223 sentences in the corpus in terms of aspect.
Following this classification, we attempted to apply Paraphrase Rule 18 to every
sentence, and studied the unacceptable results.
1.5.1.1 Terminology and Theoretical Framework
One of our methodological goals in the presentation of our findings was to make the
language of this thesis as theory-independent as possible. As such, the terminology
used will be that which we have found to be the most common in the literature.
However, as we are using much of the theory of Smith (1991) and the Meaning-Text
Theory, we will often be employing terms from them also. In fact, we consider Smith
(1991) to be somewhat theory-independent in her language, and our borrowings come
mainly from this work. Generally speaking, and among other boTowed terms, ail
I6
terrninology that we employ concerning aspect will be in une with the terminology on
aspect as defined by Smith (1991). We will also, however, be using sorne terms
taken from the Meaning-Text Theory as needed. Terms taken from the Meaning
Text Theory will be explained as they are introduced.
for the most part any new terminology about aspect will be introduced in
Chapter 2. Another term of Smith’s which we will be using throughout the text is
verb constellation. A verb constellation is generally the verb of a sentence together
with its arguments (including a variety of complements which may even be
adverbial). Thus, a verb constellation may be a simple verb. a verb phrase or even a
verb phrase with a certain type of subject, or (sentential or otherwise) adverbial, or
object.
Two other terms, flot often found in the general linguistic literature, that we
should define more precisely, are paraphrase operation and paraphrase rute.
A paraphrase rtile is a rule stating a sernantic or syntactic relationship of
equivalency possessed by two sentences that are paraphrases ofone another.’6
A paraphrase operation is intended as a mapping between sets of sentences,
which, when applied to a sentence, is intended to resuit in a paraphrase of that
sentence.
1.5.2 Organisatïon of Thesis
We hegin our enquiry in Chapter 2 by a discussion of the previous work donc on the
paraphrase. In Chapter 3, we discuss aspect. In particular, we will be presenting
Carlotta Smith’s theory of aspect and the specific criteria employed in the aspectual
classification of sentences occurring in the studied texts. In Chapter 4, we present the
results of our research, including an anatysis of some problems encountered in the
application of RuJe 18. And linally, in Chapter 5, we formulate our conclusions and
questions for future research.
We wiH be discussing paraphrases and paraphrase mies in more delail in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 2: Previous Work on Paraphrases
2.7 The Paraphrase
Linguists have, a fortiori, aiways irnplicitly recognised the importance of the
paraphrase. The recognition of ‘sameness’ in meaning, of course, could flot go
unrecognised, as it was the unique means of comparison between utterances and
lexical units. Linguists working in comparative linguistics as well as linguists
beneflting from studies carried out within the framework of u comparative linguistics
irnplicitly ptaced what one might refer to as the ‘inter-lingual’ paraphrase as u
foundation for comparative study of linguistic expression.’7 However, the
development of the role of the paraphrase in linguistic inquiry has not aiways been
explicit. In this section, we wilt begin with an exploration of the development of the
explicit role of the paraphrase in linguistic inquiry. Such an exploration. of course,
will begin with the ground-breaking work of Zellig Harris and the Pennsylvanian
School. To follow, we have chosen to speak of three other major contributions:
functional and Systemic-Functional Linguistics, Catherine Fuchs’ cognitive
linguistic approach, and finally Meaning-Text Theory.
2.2 The Harrïsian Concept of the Paraphrase
Any discussion of the development of u concept in formai linguistics almost
necessadly commences with a discussion of Zeilig Harris. Indeed, Hatris offered the
first modem attempt at determining the explicit role of the paraphrase in linguistic
inquimy, with the introduction of the notion of transtrma!ion. I-lis conception of the
paraphrase is reflective of his view of the grammar of language as u composition of
two distinct systems: one system which processes the objective information and
another which allows for variation in the expression of this objective information.
A transformation, accoi-ding to Harris, describes an equivalence relationship
between sentence scheinata that ai-e established through the analysis of context
Pottier (976: 3-l I). for example considers translation as a particular case oC paraphrasing.
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specific co-occun-ence. This equivalence relationship is particular in two ways.
Firstly, it is context-specific; that is, a relationship of transformation holds between
two schernata if the scale of acceptability of their respective occurrencesfrealisations
remains unmodified. Secondly, it is ordered: given a set of structures that are
transformations of each other—a set of (syntactic) paraphrases—the elements of this
set are comparable in terms of their complexity. That is, it is possible in rnany cases
to talk of a more complex paraphrase and a lesser complex one. Consider, for
example, the following sentences (taken from Plôtz (1972: 5)).
(45) The memorable concerts were recorded in Prades.
(46) The concerts were memorable: The concerts were recorded in
Prades.
(47) They escaped, saving nothing.
(48) They escaped: They saved nothing.
In these two pairs of sentences, (46) and (48) are considered to be the simpler forms
of (45) and (47). Thus, one may speak of the Ieast complex element of the set.
According to Harris, by means of various paraphrastic transformations of
simplification on the elements of the set of alt sentences. one may discover the kernel
of language, the set of least complex sentences of language. In this set, he maintains.
one may find the objective information of language. The simplest element of a given
set of paraphrases is considered to be the source of more complex paraphrases. This
way, it is possible to regard transformations as a product of a restricted number of
basic operators.
Simplifications are one aspect of the Harrisian concept of paraphrase.
However, transformations are also considered to be general equivalencies within a
given text. A proposed transformation outside of text is restricted by certain
conditions in its application, such as neither changing the morphemes nor the
grammatical relations of the sentence.
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Harris’ transformations are essentially syntactic (permutations, zeroing,
morphophonernic change, nominalisation, passivisation, etc.), as may be observed in
the following examples (Milicévic 2003: 109-l I0).18
(49) She will corne on Tuesday.
(50) On Tuesday, she wilI corne.
(5 1) He trod water.
(52) He treaded water.
(53) Disney acquired Apple.
(54) Disney’ s acquisition of Apple.
(55) Apple was acquired by Disney.
2.3 Functional Linguistics
There are many traditions of functional linguistics. We will discuss two, one usually
referred to as the Prague School (which has mernbers such as V. Mathesius, J. Firbas,
P. Sgall, f. Dane) and the other encornpassing those researchers of British
functionalism or Systernic-functional linguistics (in particular, Michael A.K.
Halliday).
2.3.1 The Prague School’s Concept of the Paraphrase
The Prague School works with a notion called the functional Sentence Perspective.
Under this perspective language is trcated as a functioning. dynarnic system, adapted
to its communicative role. Thus, common meanings may take on difterent
communicative structures, affecting the lexical choice, word order and syntax of a
given utterance. Often there is a distinction made, by researchers working under this
1K We note that Harris targeted syntax and flot sernantics.
2t)
framework, between the sentence, which is considered to be a unit of a language
system, characterised by its semantic and grammatical structure, and the utterance,
which is the realisation of a sentence holding, in addition, a speciflc lexical choice.
syntax, word order and intonation contour, due to the added communicative
information (Hajiov 1994: 251). The sentence is represented through deep syntax
whereas the utterance is represented through surface syntax. An utterance is a
paraphrase of another utterance if and only if they differ solely in their
communicative structure—that is, if their underlying sentences are the sanie. Thus.
the paraphrase is considered to be demonstrative of a logical equivalence on the deep
(syntactic) level of representation of an utterance.’9 The Prague School considers
resuits of paraphrastic operations as different surface structure manifestations of a
same deep (syntactic) structure.2°
The theoretical question remains as to how two utterances considered to be
paraphrases may be differently organised in their surface structures. Unlike a
sentence, an utterance is considered by the Prague School to be greatly determined hy
the context of communication in that one semantic component of the utterance
ustially contains old, already known or given elements, wtiich function as a certain
point of departure of the utterance, while other elements convey a new part of the
information. An utterance’s semantic components are semantically organised into
groupings according to certain degrees of what is called communicative dynamism.
these degrees Iying between two extrerne points: the theme (carrying the Jowest
communicative dynamism) and the rheme (carrying the highest communicative
dynamism); between the two extremes are the components consisting in a kind of
transition. Hajiowi (1994: 249) defines communicative dynarnism as “a property of
communication, displayed in the course of the development of communication to be
conveyed and consisting in advancing this developmenL” And she further defines the
“degree or amount of tcommunicative dynamismJ carried by a linguistic element f to
bel the relative extent to which it pushes the communication forward.”
Hajiova (1994: 24f)) explains that ihis distinction between sentence and utterance is made hy such
researchers as, for example, Mathesius (1975). Dane t 1974), and Zemb (1968).
20 In addition, the theme and the rheme of a parts of a sentence may also be distinguished. Thus. when
one talks of the theme/rheme articulation of an embedded sentence. nominahsations aise must he
considered in have such a distinction (Hajiovâ 994: 252).
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The following sentences (taken and adapted from SgaIl et al. (1986: 275))
give a partial example of how such differences might be manitèsted on the surface.
(56) Jan suggested to bis son to arrange the exhibition.
(57) Jan made the suggestion to bis son to arrange the exhibition.
(5$) Jan suggested to bis son that he arrange the exhibition.
(59) Jan suggested to his son the arrangement of the exhibition.
(60) Jan suggested the arrangement of the exhibition to his son.
(61) The arrangement of the exhibition was suggested by Jan to his son.
The communicative context along with open choices left to the Speaker, based upon
this context, at the generation of text together determine the possible realisations of
the deep structure.
2.3.2 Hallidayan Concept of the Paraphrase
Probably the most fully elaborated tradition of functional linguistics is Hallidayan
Jinguistics—otherwise known as Systemic-functional linguistics (SFL). According to
this tradition, language is analysable in terms of four strata: Context, Semantics,
Lexico-Grammar and Phonology-Graphology. Systemic semantics is divided up into
three components: (J) Ideational Semantics (concerning the propositional content of
an utterance), (2) Interpersonal Semantics (conceming the speech-function.
expression of attitude, and so forth), and (3) Textual Semantics (concerning how the
text is structured as a message—that is, the expression of such oppositions as theme
vs. rheme, given vs. new, as well as the rhetorical structure). Though Halliday does
not explicitly indicate the role of the paraphrase, such a role is impticit in the
description of the components of Semantics.
In one manner of describing the paraphrase, Halliday makes use of the
concept of a grammatical metaphor. Under the SfL framework, a distinction may be
made between two different modes of communication. The congruent mode is the
typical and non-rnarked manner of speaking, corresponding to the most direct and
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simple expression of a given utterance meaning. The metaphoric mode, on the other
hand is a sort of ‘roundabout’ manner of speaking, observable only at the level ot the
utterance. One may consider a grammatical metaphor as an utterance observed to be
stated under the metaphoric mode. Indeed, Halliday considers that the structural
configuration of a proposition which is a grammatical metaphor is more complex than
(and most definitely different from) the proposition one would observe if the meaning
had been textualised by the ‘shortest path’. There are three types of grammatical
metaphors in SfL: transitivity metaphors, modality metaphors, and rnood metaphors.
The following sentences illustrate the three types respectively (and these examples
are taken from Milicevic 2003 : 118-120).
(62) They arrived at the summit on the fifth day.
(63) The fifth day saw them on the sum mit.
(64) Mary probably knows.
(65) It’s Iikely that Mary knows.
(66) The evidence is the fact that they cheated hefore.
(67) Look at the way they cheated before.
Halliday also considers paraphrases corresponding to distinctly structured
relationships between propositions, such as different types of taxis and logico
semantic relationships (which are textual or rhetorical, such as projection and
expansion). In addition, Halliday recognises register variation (for example. written
vs. spoken) as well as communicative variation (for example. passivisation), which
may also be considered as types of paraphrases. The following sentences illustrate
these distinctions respectively (also taken from Milicevic 2003: 121).
(68) “Caesar was ambitious,” said Brutus.
(69) Brutus said that Caesar was ambitious.
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(70) Brutus’ assertion that Caesar vas ambitious.2’
(71) I don’t mmd if you leave as soon as you’ve finished, as long as
you’re back when I need you.
(72) As long as you’re back when I need you, I don’t mmd if you teave
as soon as you’ve finished.
(73) In bridging river valleys, the early engineers built many notable
rnasonry viaducts of numerous arches.
(74) In early days when the engineers had to make a bridge across a
valley, and the valley had a river flowing through it, they often build
viaducts, which were constructed of rnasonry and had nurnerous
arches in them and many of these viaducts became notable.
(75) The Duke gave my aunt this teapot.
(76) My aunt was given this teapot by the Duke.
(77) This teapot, my aunt was given by the Duke.
2.4 The Fuchsian Concept of Paraphrase
Catherine Fuchs’ contribution is unique in that it is concentrated on the paraphrase in,
relatively speaking, the most explicit and pure manner. According to fuchs, the
paraphrase is a relationship held between two utterances as a resuit of a
metalinguistic judgernent identifying the rneanings of these utterance meanings M
and M’. This judgement is essentially subjective—held by the Speaker by means ot
an interpretation of and a comparison between the two meanings M and M’. Indeed.
the most remarkable aspect of Fuchs’ view on the paraphrase lies in its relativism—a
relativism stemming from the subjective judgement which is a cognitive act and flot
necessarily a linguistic one. Thus, according to Fuchs, linguistic equivalence is
21 We recognise that this s flot a sentence. ‘Uhe examples are taken directly as indicated.
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neither a necessary flot a sufficient condition for establishing that two utterances are
paraphrases. The paraphrastic relationship may have to be established in addition to
other non-linguistic information or even in abstraction of linguistic identity.
Consider, for example, the fol lowing sentences.
(7$) I have been waiting here for haif an hour!
(79) Where have you been?
(80) What took you so long?
($1) Have you seen what time it is’?
(82) Thanks for showing up.
(83) You are very late, and I would like to know why, and I would like
an apology for having been inconsiderate of rny tirne.
Under certain circumstances ail of these sentences coutd be considered to be
paraphrases, in Fuchs’ sense. However, there are also circumstances under which alt
sentences couid flot be considered paraphrases. Such delermination depends on the
context and psychological interpretations of the Hearer and Speaker in that context.
What is important to note with Fuchs’ take on the paraphrase is that the paraphrase is
flot necessarily considered to be the resutt of sorne purely linguistic operation. In that
way. this conception is opposed to the other conceptions of paraphrase discussed in
this chapter.
25 Meaning-Text Theory Concept 0f Paraphrase
The paraphrase is considered by the Meaning-Text Theory to be the principal means
available to the linguist for the study of meaning, in that it allows the comparison of
titterances by their sameness in meaning. More precisely, Mel’uk et al. (1992: I I)
define two utterances as being paraphrases of each other, or as sharing a paraphrastic
rclationship, if they are more or less synonyrnous. That is, paraphrases must he
synonymous in their situational meaning (or representationally speaking, they must
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have the same semantic structure), though their rhetorical and/or communicative
meaning may vary.
Mel’uk et al. (1992: 31) explain that there are two major types of
paraphrases, corresponding to the two levels of organisation of the utterance:
semantic paraphrases and syntactic paraphrases. Syntactic paraphrases are generally
the better known of the types of paraphrases, being widely described by
transformational grammars. They are those utterances sharing a paraphrastic
relationship, but which share exactly the same semantically full lexical units tlevies
pleinesJ, only arranged differently in the given sentence. These paraphrases may be
produced by simply choosing different syntactic constructions (Mel’uk et al. 3 I:
1992). For example, the two following sentences are syntactic paraphrases of each
other.
(84) Judith fulfihled the obligations that were indicated.
(85) ]udith fulfllled the indicated obligations.
Semantic paraphrases are those utterances that share a paraphrastic
relationship, bttt differ textually by at least one semantically full lexical unit [lexie
pleine J. These paraphrases are produced by the different distribution of the original
meaning (in the Semantic Representation) amongst the lexical units (Mel’uk et al.
3 1: 1992). The following two sentences illustrate semantic paraphrases.
(86) The teacher gave excellent marks to the whole class.
($7) The whole class received excellent marks from the teacher.
Considering further semantic paraphrastic operations, there are two further
sub-classes, based on the two types of semantic paraphrases. The flrst type of
semantic paraphrases is those which are brought about hy semantic rules: that is. they
are brought about by different lexical choices, and therefore have to do with ttie
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manner of unification or articulation of subsets of organised meaning withiri a given
utterance.22 The following two sentences illustrate this phenomenon.
(88) It was the arsenic that killed him.
(89) It was the arsenic that caused him (o die.
In this example, we have cause to die is the articulated form of kiil. Both lexical
choices express the meaning ‘kilt’; thus, these sentences are paraphrases of one
another.
The second type of semantic paraphrase has to do with what Mel’uk et al.
(1992) caIl lexical substitutions, and for that reason, they are also referred to as
lexical paraphrases. They are brought about by certain rules, called lexical rules.
And at the heart of lexical paraphrases is the Lexical function (Mel’éuk et al. 1992:
31).
Mel’éuket al. (1992: 31) define a lexical function as the following:
“Une fonction lexicale (fL) est une dépendance, ou correspondance, f.
qui associe à une unité lexicale, ou lexie, L, appelée l’argument [mot clél
de f, un ensemble d’unités lexicales, ou lexies, f(L)—la valeur de f.”
For example, the following sentences are related by a lexical function
I. John ordered bis dog to sit.
2. John made an order to bis dog to sit.
The verbal phrases of these two sentences are related in that orderv =
Operl(orderN)+Sfl(orderv).23 This latter type of paraphrase subsumes Paraphrase
Rule 18 which we will be investigating in this thesis.
22 This organised meaning is represented in the Meaning-Text Theory by a semantic network. Thus, a
subset of this organised meaning is actually considercd to be a sub-network of such a semantic
network. For more on Meaning-Text semantics, see for example. MeI’uk (1997).
23 See section 1.4.1 for an explanation of this paraphrase rule.
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Chapter3: Aspect
3.7 Survey of Previous Work on Aspect
It is a commonality in linguistics that between linguists working in the framework of
different theories and even between linguists working within a same theory, there is
much discrepancy between the appellations of linguistic notions and their
delimitation (Mel’uk 1982). Therefore, it is flot surprising that there is no general
agreement about the exact denotation of linguistic aspect. Tue present work of fers
nothing to the contrary, our goal being simply to make use of Stnith (1991)’s
description of aspect in our analysis of related problems in paraphrase operations.
We have chosen Smith (1991)’s framework for a means to descrihe aspect for two
reasons. Firstly, she has reflned the well-known aspectttally categories described by
Vendler (1967), whose distinctions we wanted to use, since they are considered
fundamental in discussions of aspect today. Secondly, we consider her to be the most
accessible recent authority in that tradition, the accessibility of this thesis being a
major goal as mentioned in Chapter I. However, to put into context Srnith’s
description, we must first examine what is considered by general mainstream
linguistics to he linguistic aspect. This is what we shall do presently.
In accordance with the distinctions made by Kabakiev (2t)OI), and Dahi
(1981), we will organise our discussion as pelïaining to one of two separate
approaches: the Slavic approach and the Non-Slavic approach. Hence, we will bcgin
our discussion of the previous research in aspect with what may be considered as the
more traditional school of thought on aspect: the findings resulting from the Siavic
approach. Following this discussion, we shail inquire into the flndings deflned
thwugh the Non-SIavic approach, carried out mainly on the basis of observations
described by philosophers of language and of the mmd, as a complemcnt to the more
traditiona] studies. We will end the survey of aspect with a mention of the point of
view in Meaning-Text Theory, before passing to a more elaborated discussion of the
views of Smith (1991), whose theory we will adopt for discussion and research in the
remainder of this thesis.
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3.7.7 The Siavic Approach
The general distinction that can be made is between the Siavic and Non-SIavic
approaches to aspect (DahI 1981: 80-81). As mentioned, one may consider the Siavic
approach to the treatment of linguistic aspect as the more traditional of the two. This
is for obvious reasons. Siavic languages have something that modem day languages
like English, French and German do flot: an extensive grammaticalised system of
what aie traditionally referred to as the aspectual categories of completion (i.e., the
opposition perfective vs. imperfective) and duration (i.e., the opposition aorist vs.
durative) which is a distinct morphological system from tense (as well as other
morphological categories). In fact, the conventionally employed term aspect is the
translation of a Russian term “id, which refers to the opposition of perfective and
imperfective in the Siavonic languages (Lyons 1977: 7t)5).
Under this approach, one must keep in mmd, flot only Siavic languages and
other languages morphologically rich in aspectual expression are considered to have
aspect. Also under this approach, such languages as French and English are often
studied from the point of view that they have simpler and less extensive expression of
aspect which is combined with tense. Thus, I was readinç is opposed to I read as a
progressive aspect versus a non-progressive aspect (cf. Cornrie 1 976).
3.7.2 The Non-Siavic Approach
The Non-Siavic approach, on the other hand, has extended the terni aspect to cover a
variety of other common oppositions, such as frequency. phase, resultativity.
quantification (of the linguistic situation) and so forth. Sapir (1921: 108) and
Jespersen (1924: 286-289), remarked that the semantic meanings represented by the
grammatical categories of the Siavic languages could probably be found in any
language; thus, aspect, in this view, can be considered in broader ternis—as a
sernantic notion and flot simply as a grammatical category. And, in ttiat respect, it is
in accordance with this wider view that the present research lias been conducted.
Aspect, then, broadening slightly the definition set forward by Comrie (1976:
3) which concemed only the meaning of the verh, can be considered to denote
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different ways of viewing the intenial semantic temporal constituency of a situation.24
Under this view, it is flot only a morphological phenomenon, but a semantic
phenomenon, expressibie lexically, morphologically, as well as syntacticaliy. Lyons
(1977: 706) explains that this broadened view in the discussion of aspect—that
besides the morphological oppositions expressing aspect, one must also take into
consideration the particular character of lexemes denoting situations—is generally
accepted nowadays. This view is consistent with the statement that Sapir made
already in 1921, that “aspect is expressed in English by ail kinds of idiomatic tums
rather than by a consistentty worked out set of grammatical forms” (Sapir 192 I: 108).
Such a view is often referred to as the “Aristotelian” categorisation of verhs
and verb phrases, notably elaborated by three philosophers: Gilbeit Ryle (1949),
Anthony Kenny (1963), and Zeno Vendler (1967). Vendler’s classification is the one
which is mainly adopted and elaborated on in the linguistic literature and this thesis
will prove no exception. Vendier distinguishes between four categories of verbs and
verbal phrases by their restricted meanings with time adverbials, tenses, and Iogical
entailments. These are the categories of States, Activities, Accornplishrncnts. and
Achievernents. In essence, these categories are the same as those included by Smith
(1991), without the added distinction of Semelfactives. Many accepted tests for
aspect found by Vendler (1967) are also incorporated into Smith’s theoretical
framework.
Denoting this phenomenon, one often comes across the term Aktionsart—
originaliy meaning “type of action”. As pointed out by Lyons (1977: 706) and
Comrie (1976: 6), however, this term had come to denote two different types of
phenomena. The first type of phenomenon referred to hy this term is the general
distinction between the grammatical exptession of aspect and the lexical expression
of aspect; in this case Aktionsart refers to the semantic distinctions observed within
the grammatical morphological systems observed by Slavic aspectologists, but
cxprcssed iexically, through the co-occurrence of various lexical components of u
sentence. The second type of phenomenon referred to, which is actually more
frequently adopted by linguists of the Siavic approach, is based on the distinction
“Aspect is the domain of the temporal organization of situation (Smith l99l.xvi)’.
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between aspect which is expressed derivationaiiy and that which is expressed
fiexionaliy.5
The distinction between Aktionsart and aspect in the first sense, that is where
Aktionsart denotes the lexicalised expression of the morphological distinctions to
which Siavic aspectoiogists refer to as aspect and aspect in terms of these same
morphological oppositions, is important in the work of Dahi (1985, 2000). DahI
expiains that “Verb lexemes differ as to their ‘Aktionsart’ or ‘inherent aspectuai
meaning’; in addition, some languages distinguish different morphological forrns of
the same lexeme, calied ‘Aspects’, according to the context in which the verbs are
used (1985: 26).”
This distinction has been presented under different names in the literature,
notably hy Lyons (1977), and Smith (1991). Lyons makes the distinction between
what he calis aspectual character and aspect. He explains that the aspectuai
character of a verb is “that part of the meaning of the verb whereby it (norrnaliy)
denotes one kind of situation rather than another (1977: 706).” This terni ix then
opposed to aspect which is, for him, ail of the grammaticaiised oppositions in the
structure of particular languages such as duration, instantaneity, frequency, initiation,
compietion, etc. Lyons’ distinctions then are very rnuch linguistic distinctions. As
opposed to Lyons’ use, we wiil not consider the term aspectual character in this thesis
to refer to something different than what we refer to as aspect. We consider aspect
and aspectual character to be synonymous here, keeping in une with the work of
Smith (1991).
A similar distinction between the sarne phenomena made by Smith (1991). on
the other hand, has more of a conceptual-rhetoHcal basis. Smith distinguishes
between what she calis situation aspect and viewpoint aspect. Thus, situation aspect
is reiated to DahI’s Aktionsarten, but in the respect that there are certain situations
which have been conceptualised by human beings within a distinct linguistic
cornmunity, and which have the status of being objective. These situations are
cxpressed through verbs and verb phrases which have their own inherent aspect.
‘ MeI’uk (1994 :337) seems b adhere more to this deflnition, though his version ditfers somewha(.
He describes Aktionsart, rather, as a category of derivatemes which characterise or make precisions on
the actual manner in which the action is carried OUI.
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However, depending on a person’s viewpoint of these situations. the aspect may have
to be modified, hence the viewpoint aspect. Srnith explains that viewpoint is what
gives the Hearer a full or partial view of a situation. In this manner, she presents
viewpoint aspect as the resuit of a choice made by a Speaker to portray a situation in
a way which gives the Hearer a full view or a partial view of a situation. And then,
“the aspectual meaning of a sentence [would bel a composite of both the viewpoint
and the types of situation” (Smith 1991: 3).
Kabakiev (200t)) questions what he perceives to be the idiosyncrasy of Smith’s
theory of aspect. Smith (199 1:297) affirms that “Speakers lof RussianJ are keenly
aware of aspectual choices and of their pragmatic and rhetorical effects.” But
Kabakiev cannot support this view. In his view, aspectual choices are made
unconsciously by native speakers, and the expression of aspect is not the result of a
rhetorical choice made on the part of the Speaker.
Kabakiev (2000)’s own study of aspect in English is elaborated on the hasis
of a comparative study between Bulgarian and Engiish, notahly the (morphological)
expression of aspect in Bulgarian and its equivalent expression in Engiish. Thus. he
refers to aspect as the semantic expression of completeness—that is. the perfective
imperfective opposition.
Regardiess of motivation for the terminology, Smiths terminology covers the
basic categories generally considered as significant for research on aspect.
3.1.3 The Meaning-Text Theory’s View on Aspect
Before leaving the subject of previous studies on aspect, we look at the definition
actually outlined by theorists within the Meaning-Text Theory. since it is the
framework with which we have chosen define paraphrases. The most iogicai step
would have been simply to adopt the definition of aspect set foiih by Mel’uk,
primary researcher and founder of the theory.
According to Me1’uk (1994: 77-95), there are five different types of aspect
ail descHbing the numerical quantification of the situation through purely
morphological means; these types correspond to five categories of morphological
elements possible in a language: Aspectsl-V.
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Aspecti denotes the category in which the elements (denoting ‘neutral’,
‘multiplicative, or ‘semelfactive’) express the number of situations in question.
Aspectil denotes the category in which the elements (denoting ‘concentrative’,
‘distributive’, ‘iterative’ and ‘distributive-iterative’) express whether or flot the
situation in question is concentrated in one place and at one particular moment, or if it
is distributed in space or time.
Aspectili denotes the category in which the elements (denoting ‘punctual’,
‘durative’, and ‘habituai’) express the extension through time of the situation in
question.
AspectlV denotes the category in which the elements (denoting ‘progressive’
and ‘non-progressive’) express whether the situation in question is taking place at a
precise moment or flot. Finaliy, AspectV denotes the category in which the elements
(denoting ‘perfective’ and ‘imperfective’) express whether the internai iirnit of the
situation is (or must be) achieved or flot.
We find, however, the definition of aspect as the quantification of the situation
adopted in Mel’uk (1994: 77-95) as too restrictive. MeI’uk explains the reasons for
his choice:
On tend à appeler aspect toute catégorie (flexionnelle) verbale qui n’est
ni temps, ni mode, ni voix; par conséquent. le terme aspect est devenu
une notion “à tout faire”, vidée de tout contenu précis. Pour parer à cet
état de choses, dans le CMG26, nous avons restreint le concept d’aspect à
des caractérisations QUANTITATIVES des faits.
(Mel’éuk 1994: 95).
And he retraces this move back to Jakobson (1957).
In our study, and in accordance with the work of Srnith (1991), we vi11
consider aspect to cover a larger array of phenomena.
“Cours de morphologie générale.”
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3.2 arIotta Smith’s Theory of Aspect
Smith descHbes aspect as a linguistic phenomenon that contributes to the meaning of
a sentence in terms cf the objective information communicated about a given
situation as weiI as the subjective information, or point of view, which the Speaker
chooses to communicate about the situation. She terms this theoretical approach as
the two-component theory, opposing respectiveiy situation type as the objective
information and viewpoint as the subjective information, the two basic components cf
aspectual systems, whose interaction resuits in aspectual meaning. Smith recognises
that these two components both convey information about internai temporal
constituency of situations, as psychologically perceived by humans and accordingly
reflected in language, and as such cannot be discussed in isolation. On the one hand.
the Speaker is constrained by the type of information that he wishes te communicate.
but on the other, he may choose te shape this information aspectually frem bis point
of view.
We will begin with the discussion of Smith’s situation types in English in the
following section, after which will oppose to these types viewpoint.
3.2.1 Situation Type
Smith distinguishes five types of situations: States, Activities, Accomplishments,
Semelfactives, and Achievements. This categorisation of situations is based on the
distinction of three distinct temporal properties: dynarnism, durativity, and telicity.
3.2.1.1 Dynamism
The most important distinction that we can make among these types of situations
separates most States from the other situations, which Smith caUs, simply, events it
is the property of dynamism. A stative situation is one that is sometimes conceived
cf as existing, rather than happening (Lyons 1977: 483). In that sense, stative
situations denote constant states cf affairs or stasis through tirne, whereas non-stative
situations denote varying states of affairs, or movement through time.
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Smith (1991: 28) explains that “cognitively, the distinction between stasis and
motion is fundamental.” This is, to our mmd, an analogy of the distinction between
the more basic notions of sameness and change. The distinction between stative and
dynamic situations is relative to this distinction. An object may described in terms of
its characterisation as an individual regardless of whether the object is in stasis or in
movement; or it may be described in terms of its stasis or movement. Put differently,
an object may be described in terms of its individuality regardless of its change or
modification of the environment, or in terms of this participation producing change or
modification in the environment. Therefore, a situation is either descriptive of the
sameness of an agent throughout the change, or descriptive of the change and
modification of the environment (or state of affairs).
Stativity, then, may be defined as the characterisation of a situation as
equivalent to the expression of the sameness of a situation independently of any
modification of the environment. Dynamism would be the characterisation of a
situation as equivalent to the expression of a situation where an agent calTies out
change or modification of the environment.
Let us consider the Stativity of these following sentences:
(90) John is a reporter.
(91) Joe is working as a reporter right now.27
(92) James solved the problem.
The first sentence characterises the individual, John, independently of John’s
modification to the environment, since it is a stable situation of the environment anci
of John that John works as a reporter. This is flot the case in the second sentence.
The situation denoted by this sentence is one in which it is not a characterisation of
Joe and of the environment that Jœ is a reporter; it is a temporary change of the
environment. And the third sentence denotes a change in state in the environrnent
I.e., if we were to look at John in this instant, we’d see him taking notes in an interview ot doing
some other reporter-l ike activity.
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hetween the state of James flot having solved the problem and James having solved
the probiem; thus, it is a dynamic situation.
The concept of motion involves inner structure, direction and devclopment
(towards some end). Hence, a dynamic situation will possess these features. Stativity
compieteiy excludes these features so that we may speak of stative situations as those
situations that are not dynamic.
Smith’s discussion of situation types often invoives what she terms the
internai stages of a situation. The description of a situation in terrns of whether it
possesses internai stages or flot describes the property of that situation to consist of
simplet bounded situations called stages as opposed to undifferentiated situations.
Such a characterisation of situations, explains Smith(1991: 29), is typical ofdynamic
situations, and therefore, though discussion of the internai stages is interesting. it is
flot necessariiy relevant to the distinction between the five situation types.
3.2.1.2 Durativïty
Durativity, also calied Duration interchangeably by Smith (1991), describes the
temporal property of a situation to be instantaneous or not, that is, respectively,
punctual or durative. Boundedness plays an important role in Durativity. A situation
is punctuai if its starting point is at the same temporal location as its endpoint—that
is, if its starting point is the same as its endpoint. In this way, a punctual situation is
instantaneous. This is not to say that in the ‘reai world’ these situations do not have a
given Conceptual Temporal Extension, In conceptual terms, Smith explains that
[...J the notion of an instantaneous event is an idealisation. Strictly
speaking, an instantaneous event may take severai milliseconds,
perhaps even enough time to be perceptible, without mailing its
categorisation as punctual.
(Smith 1991:29)
tn more linguistic terms, one may say that a situation which is considered to be
punctual bas a linguistic meaning in which the initial endpoint is represented as being
undifferentiable from the terminai endpoint. Once a Speaker can afflrrn a punctuai
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situation, he must affirm it as having met its end—that is, in the past tense. In that
way, linguistically, a punctuai situation bas no quantity of duration. Evidently, as
stative situations have no bounds, they are flot punctual. OnIy dynamic situations
enter the reaim of description in terms of Punctuaiity. In particular, this aspect is
especially important for discussion of Achievements and Semelfactives.
A situation is durative if it is flot punctual—if ils beginning and endpoints do
have different temporal locations, that is, if the situation does, indeed have any
bounds at ail. 1f we have described a punctual situation as one that is instantaneous,
then we may consider durative situations as ones that are represented linguistically as
having a certain duration.
Most Iinguists have described Durativity in English in terms of the presence or
absence of temporal adverbials expressing a given duration, or the completeness of a
given situation. This is flot the view held by Smith. The presence or absence of
temporal adverbials expressing duration are oniy manifestations of a different sort of
durativity, which bas more to do with quantification than with aspect. Indeed, we
may make the difference between determined Durativity and undetcrmined
Durativity. Consider. for exampte the following sentences:
(93) He ran.
(94) He ran ail aftemoon.
Sentence (93) would be considered by many iinguists as punctual, and sentence (94)
as durative. The situations have, perhaps, different quantities of duration. But this is
not durativity as presented by Smith (1991). Rather, Smith explains that the situation
denoted by run has no inherent ending and thus cannot be cons idered to be punctuai.
3.2.1.3 Telicity
Telicity is the character of a situation to possess an inherent endpoint, that is, a
situation’s telic or non-atetic character. The term Telicity was coined hy Vendler
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(1967); he derived the term from the Ancient Greek word telos, meaning end (or
‘target’). Consider, for example the three following sentences:
(95) John is running.
(96) John ran for an hour.
(97) John recognised Julie.
In the first sentence, (95), we are in the presence of a situation with no inherent end,
no telos. On the other hand, one must acknowledge that in (96) and (97) the
respective situations have been presented as reaching an inherent end, which Smith
also terms a “natural final point”. Smith (1991: 29) explains that ail events may be
characterised as either telic or atelic.
3.2.2 Situation Types and Their Distinguishing Properties
In combining the distinguishing properties of Dvnarnism, Durativity, and Telicity
together, we are presented with five different situations. The property of Dynamisrn
separates States from events. Then within the category of dynamic situations, the
properties of Durativity and Telicity must be distinguished. This gives the fotiowing
table of situation types (taken from Smith (1991:30)).
Sitttatio,ts Static Durative Telic
States + + N/A
Activity
- +
-
Accomplishment
- + +
Semelfactive
-
-
-
Achievement
-
- +
Figttre 1: Table of Five Situation Types
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3.2.2.1 States
States make up the sole type on non-dynamic situations. They typically denote such
properties as possession, location, mental or psychological states, habits and generies
situations. For example, the following sentences are what Srnith (1991: 42) calls
stative sentences:
(98) John is happy.
(99) Judy is persuasive.
(100) Mary knows the answer.
(loi) Mark bas a tattoo.
Stative sentences. explains Srnith, do not appear in any constructions ditectly
involving any dynamic property or agency on the part of the grammatical subject.
Because of this constraint, such constructions are useful in the testing of sentences in
order to determine Dynamism. This provides, specifically the following tests for
Stativity:
Test I. Embedding the verb constellation under a verb involving agency such
as FORCE or PERSUADE, qualifying the verb constellation by an adverb
invoiving agency such as DELIBERATELY. or placing the verh
constellation in the imperative.
Test 2. Expressing the verb constellation in the pseudo-cleft construction.
Test 3. Expressing the verb constellation in the progressive.
Test 4. Quaiifying the verb constellation by an expression of punctual
duration, such as for an instant, or at noon.
1f the application of any of the above tests produces an ungrammatical (or
semantically awkward) sentence, the situation type in question is generaily a State.
Otherwise the stativity of the situation is undetermined.
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3.2.2.2 Activities
Activities are durative, atelic, dynamic situations having an internai structure
consisting of successive homogenous stages, usually described as processes (Vendier
1976: 99; Shi 1990: 53; Cornrie 1976; Smith 1991: 28). Due to their status as
processes, their termination is imminent, but flot their completion. Activities are not
descnbable in terms of cornpleteness because of their ateticity. Smith catis this
property that of havïng arbitrary endpoints. Indeed, the termination of an Activity is
merely its stated or unstated temporal bound (Smith 1991: 45).
Here some examples of sentences denoting Activities:
(102) John was playing in the street.
(103) June is studying.
(104) Mark is thinking about her cat.
(105) Judy ate cherries.
(106) George is smoking.
As we observe from the examples, there are physical activities as weti as
psychoiogicaï activities which are involved in processes of cognition.
Smith explains that there are three main classes of Activities: Activities that
are on going processes such as those iiiustrated in (1t)2) through (104), Activities that
have uncountable internai stages as in (105), and multiple-event Activities such as
that in (106). One may observe that exampies (105) and (106) describe sorts of plural
or iterated activities. Activities that have tincountabie internat stages was a major
focus of Verkuyl (1993)’s work; they are the resuit of the undetermined complernent
cherries. The ctass of multipte-event Activities subsumes ail those iterated tetic
events such as Semelfactives, Achievernents, and Accompiishments, which wili be
the subject of our discussion in the foliowing sections.
Due to the defining properties of Activities, there are a niimber of tests
availahie to determine whether or not a given verb consteliation is an Activity. Srnith
(1991: 47) exptains that Activities are incompatibie with any modification by forms
expressing simuitaneously duration and completion. This gives a test for Activities.
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Test 5. Modify the verb constellation by in an tiour.
If the resuit of this test is an awkward sentence then the original sentence is an
Activity.
Further, Activities are homogenous (or continuous). A given meaning X is
linguistically continuous if and only if any part of that meaning X is also called X;
otherwise it is discrete (Mel’uk 1994: 70). This is a distinguishing property of
Activities from other dynamic situation types, resultant from the combined properties
of Atelicity and Durativity (shared by States). Consider the follotving sentences:
(107) John was Iaughing about thejoke.
(108) John laughed about thejoke.
(109) Linda was writing a letter.
(110) Linda wrote a letter.
One observes that once the information in (107) is affirrned, the information in (108)
is considercd true also: if John has been laughing then John has Iaughed. However.
the same relationship does flot hold between sentences (109) and (110): if Linda was
writing the letter, one cannot affirm by entailment that then Linda lias written the
letter. Perhaps she has written it, but perhaps something prevented her from
completing the writing of the letter, or she decided simply to not complete the writing
of the letter. Thus, once a test for dynamism proves that a given verb constellation is
dynamic,28 the following test is useful to determine if the verb constellation is an
Activity.
Test 6. Examine the information conveyed by the verh constellation for
continuity by asking if any part of the denotation of the given verb
constellation may be equally denoted hy the same verb constellation.
2 That s. the test for Stativity carne up negative.
4!
1f the resuit of this test is positive, then the situation type in question is an Activity.
Test 6 is parlicularly effective. If the situation is dynamic and the resuit of Test 6 is
positive, then the situation is certainly an Activity.
3.2.2.3 Accomplishments
Accomplishments are described by Smith (199! :49) as processes with progression
towards a natural (non-detachable) endpoint at which the process is compteted and
cannot continue. These situations are dynamic, durative, and telic. It is as a resuit of
their telic property that the notion of completion may be included into their
disucssion. This is most definitely the fundamental property which distinguishes
Activities from Accomplishments, since both are cornposed of processes. Whereas
completion enters the discussion of Accornplishment, a fact which prevents the
possession of the relation of entailment held by Activities, completion is ilTelevant
and inapplicable to Activities. Sentences (111) and (112) illustrate
Accomplishments.
(111) Linda was wnting a letter.
(112) Linda wrote a letter.
One may observe that the aspect of the sentence in (lii) is incomplete its denotation
gives a partial view of the situation, whereas the aspect of the sentence in (112) is
complete, giving a full view of the situation. Such differences in the expression of an
Accomplishment are a resuit of different viewpoints, as wiII be discussed later in this
chapter.
Evidently, the natural (undetachable) terminal endpoint in examples (III) and
(112) is the finishing of the letter. The endpoint of an Accornplishrnent may take
many different forms. The following Accornplishment sentences illustrate a few
other types of terminal points.
(113) Judy ran to school.
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(114) The workers were building a bouse.
(115) Mary studied until three o’clock.
(116) Jody drank a glass of water.
The Accomplishment in (113) bas a destination as a terminal point. In (114) the
terminal point is the finishing of the construction of an object. In (115) the terminal
point is the end of an interval oftirne. And flnally, in (116), the terminal point is the
completely consumed object—the glass of water.
The non-detachability of the terminal point correlates to an entailment relation
between the process and the outcome of the situation. 1f the outcome of an
accomplishment occurs, then the process has also occurred. Thus, Accomplishments
ai-e often incompatible with expressions such as ail of a sudden or accidentaÏlv that
deny the existence of the process, while affirming the outcome, as the following
sentences illustrate (Smith 1991: 50).
(117) John accidentally ran to school.
(11$) Ah of a sudden, John derived the formula.
This gives the following test for Accomplishments.
Test 7. Modify the verb constellation by either of the adverbials ai! of ci
sudden, or accidentaily. If the result is an awkward sentence, then the
original sentence is possibly an Accomplishment.
This property Accomplishments to have two ‘parts’, so to speak, as weIl as a
property of non-detachabihity between these parts of process and endpoint leads to a
distinguishing characteristic of Accomplishments under modification by the adverh
ahnost. They have an ambiguous denotation under modification by this adverh,
focussing on either the beginning of the process or the ‘heginning’ of the endpoint
(Smith 1991: 54). Consider the following sentence.
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(119) John almost read the book.
The meaning of this sentence is ambiguously either ‘John alrnost started reading the
book’, or ‘John almost flnished reading the book’. This is a unique property of
Accornplishments, and it gives the foltowing test.
Test 8. Modify the verb constellation by almost. If the resulting sentence
refers ambiguously to the starting of the process and the ‘starting’ of the
endpoint, then the situation denoted is an Accornplishrnent.
Because of their properties of telicity and durativity, Accomplishrnents are
compatible with verbs and adverbials of completion simultaneousty expressing
durativity, but incompatible with adverbs expressing only duration. In addition,
Accomplishments modifled by a punctual or momentary adverbial such as at bon, or
embedded in verb phrases such as begin or start, are focalised into the beginning of
the process part (Srnith 1 991: 55). Consider the following sentences.
(120) Mary flnished writing the letter.
(121) Mary wrote the letter in ten minutes.
(122) *Mary wrote the letter for an hour.
(123) They began walking to school.
(124) They walked to school at noon.
The first two sentences illustrate the compatibility of Accomplishments with verbs
and adverbial modification expressing completion. On the other hand, (1 22) poses a
problem. Atone, the sentence does not make sense, because it presents a complete
situation with a temporal modification, which suggests that the situation has nothing
to do with completion. The last two sentences illustrate the focalisation of the
situation on the beginning of the process. Such observations give the following three
tests flr Accomplishments.
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Test 9. Embed the verb constellation in a verbal phrase expressing
completion29, or modify the verb constellation by an adverbial expressing
completion.3° 1f the result is an awkward sentence, then the situation type
denoted is an Accomplishment.
Test 10. Modify the verh constellation hy an adverbial expressing
simple duration. If the resuit of the sentence is awkward. then the
situation type denoted is possibly an Accomplishment.
Test II. Modify the verb constellation by a mornentary adverbial such
as in one second flot orjust, or ernbed the sentence in a verb phrase such
as start or begin. If the resulting situation denoted is the beginning of the
process of the situation denoted by the original sentence, then this original
sentence possibi y denotes an Accomplishment.
Test 9 is a particularly effective test; that is, sentences that are not rejected by Test 9
are definitely Accomplishments and flot any other type of aspect. We also note that
Test Il produces the same results for Activities. Thus, this test is particularly useful
to distinguish between telic situations: between, for example Accomplishments and
Achievements.
3.2.2.4 Achievements
Achievements are punctual, dynamic, telic situations. They are instantaneous
situations that denote, very speciflcally, endpoints themselves. For this reason the
starting point of the Achievement is also its terminal point. Since they denote
endpoints, Achievements imply change. In fact, exptains Smith (1991: 58), they
denote a change of state.3’ This implies that the starting point of an Achievement is
also an endpoint of a Process or a State, and the endpoint of an Achievement is also
the starting point of a Process or a State. The Achievement, therefore. is the point of
29 Such as finish + terb, or coniplete + i’erh. For more of a discussion on these types of verbs. see
Smith (1991)’s discussion ofpath.
Such as in ait houe.
31 Not to be confused litera!ly with the situation type State. Change of stclte isan expression on its
own, denoting the transition point between two difterent states of affairs.
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change between two durative situations. Consider for example the following
sentences,
(125) John feu asleep.
(126) John wokeup.
(127) Aaron forgot.
(12$) Elaine reaiised.
These are ail Achievements. The verb constellation feu asteep in the tïrst sentence
denotes the starting point of the process sleep. The verb constellation in (126), woke
up, denotes the terminal point of the process sleei. In the same way, the verb
constellation forgot in (127) denotes the terminal point of the State know, whereas
reatised in (128) is the starting point ofthis State.32
The most important thing to recognise is that silice the Achievernent is both a
starting point and a terminal point of other states or processes, they are describable
most accurately in terms of the endpoints of other situations. Moreover, there is a
situation which leads up to the Achievement, and a situation which follows it, both of
which are not part of the meaning of an Achievement. In English, though it is
possible to talk about the situation leading up to a given Achievement, through the
progressive tense, for example, one may sometimes refer to the preceding processes
of the Achievement. This is flot always a possibility, however, as we observe in the
following sentence.
(129) ?They were recognising their friend.
Smith (1991: 63) explains that Achievements are flot aiways compatible with the
imperfective viewpoint, because they have no internai interval of which the endpoints
may be excluded. This gives the following necessary but not sufficient test for
Achievements.
32 For a Formai representaion ofthis relationship in terms of phase and lexical functions, sec MeIuk
(1995: 142-143).
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Test 12. Given a dynamic situation, if expression in the imperfective
viewpoint produces an awkward sentence, then the situation is an
Achievement.
Unlike Accornplishments if Achievements have any associated preceding
processes, these processes are detachable; that is, the resuit of the Achievement does
not necessarily imply the preceding processes. Thus, modification by adverbials
expressing the absence of these processes, such as accidentallv, are compatible with
Achievements (Smith 1991: 60), as may be observed in the following sentence.
(130) John accidentally dropped the cup.
This gives the following test.
Test 13. Modify the verb constellation by an adverbial implying the
absence of preceding processes. If the result is flot awkward, then the
original sentence is possibly an Achievement.
Since Achievements are punctual, they are incompatible with any adverbial
constructions expressing simple duration such as for afew minutes (Srnith 1991: 62),
as in the following sentences.
(131) ?We reached the top for a few minutes.
(132) The fire cracker exploded fora few minutes.
We observe that sentence (13 I) is awkward, and sentence (132) is dcnotes an iterated
situation, making it a derived Activity. This gives the following test for
Ach i evements.
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Test 14. Modify the verb constellation by an adverbial expressing
duration, such as for + (length of time). 1f the application of this test
produces a semantically sound construction, then the verb constellation in
question is flot an Achievement.
Expressions implying duration such as manner adverbials like slow!)’ or
quickly and completive adverbials like in an hour allow an ingressive interpretation
of Achievements, as we observe in the following sentences.
(133) They reached the top in 5 minutes.
(134) They slowly reached the top.
This gives stiil another test for Achievements.
Test 15. Modify the verb constellation by a manner adverbial implying
duration such as slowty or quicklv or a completive adverb like in an hour.
1f an ingressive interpretation is permitted, then the situation denoted is
possibly an Achievement.
3.2.2.5 Semelfactives
Semelfactives are dynamic, punctual, atelic situations.33 This type of situation was
first described with a complete framework of linguistic aspect by Smith (l99l).
She explains that Semelfactives, unlike Achievements neyer have any associated
preliminary, nor resultant stages, and in so being, they are the sirnplest type of event.
Semelfactives are constituted of one single stage, with simultaneous initial and final
endpoints. The following sentences illustrate.
The notion of a punctual situation that is atelic is confusing to the authors. but we maintain the
definitions in orderto keep in une with Smith (1991). Other researchers have induced ihe explanation
that Sernelfactives are punctual but do not actually encode endpoints, making them atelic.
° Semelfactives were previously described. for example, by Prince (1974).
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(135) John coughed (once).
(136) Mary hit Leslie (once).
Because of the above mentioned characteristics of Semelfactives, any modification of
these situation types by adverbials involving duration does flot express a
Semelfactive, but in reality is a derived Activity. The following sentences are
Actitivies and flot Semelfactives.
(137) John coughed during the whole movie.
(138) Mary hit Leslie ail the way to school.
In fact, generally, one wili neyer find any durative construction of denoting a
Semelfactive. For that reason, for example, one wiIl also neyer find a Semelfactive
sentence in the progressive tense. The following sentence illustrates an Activity and
not a Semelfactive.
(139) Mary was hitting Leslie.
The exception to this rule, explains Smith (1991: 57) are certain adverbials of manner
that imply duration such as slowly or quicklv. For example, die following sentences
express Semelfactives:
(140) Mary slowly hit Leslie (once).
(141) John quickly coughed (once).
tn the first example (140), we see that the speaker wants to express that the action of
the hit has been slowed down, whereas in (141), the action lias been expressed as
sped up.
Because of the punctual nature of Semelfactives, they are compatible with an
adverbial construction expressing explicitly a single number in action (as opposed to
an undetermined or plural number, or an implicit expression of singularity) such as
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ONCE, or one time. Accomplishments may also be expressed using such adverhials
without any semantic awkwardness; thus, this property is useful in distinguishing
Semelfactives from Achievements, once the property of telicity has been
established.35 Consider for exampie the foliowing sentences denoting Achievements.
(142) *John resolved the problem once.
(143) *Julie recognised her friend once.
(144) *Jennifer lost ber watch OflC time.
The only condition under which such sentences would be semantically flot awkward
is as an answer to the question How ,nanv times...? And even then acceptability is
questionabie. These observations give the foilowing test for Sernelfactives.
Test 16. Modify the verb constellation of the sentence by an adverbial
expressing singularity such as ONCE, or ONE TIME. 1f the resuit of this
test is an awkward construction then, the situation type is not a
Semelfactive.
Aiso because of the punctual nature of Semelfactives and the absence of any
preceding or resultant stages of thc event, ail Semelfactives are compatible with
adverbials expressing the unexpectedness of the event.
Test 17. Modify the verb constellation by an adverbial expressing the
unexpectedness such as alt of a sudden. 1f the result is an awkward
construction, then the situation type is flot a Semelfactive.
These tests are both necessary but insufficient tests for Sernelfactives. However, by
applying the tests for the other Aspects and getting negative resuits, one is able to
differentiate Semelfactives.
That is. once it has been established that he denoted situation is flot a State nor an Activity.
5t)
3.2.3 Viewpoint
The aspectual meaning of sentences is a composite of viewpoint and situation type.
These components of aspect, explains Smith. are two independent types of
information, whose interaction is a fundamental characteristic of natural language.
Smith (1991: 5) gives the following example.
(145) Mary watked to school
(146) Mary was walking to school
(147) Mary waiked in the pack
In the three sentences in (145)-(147), she affirms, there is one sole situation type: that
Mary walked. Ibis situation type is communicated by means of the verb WALK
accompanied by its complements. However. these three sentences differ in their
aspectual meaning. The first sentence (145) denotes an action that not oni has a
goal, but has reached its goal. That is, the u’alked has continued ail the way to schoo/
where, as far as the Hearer knows, the walked terminated, reaching, as Smith terms it.
its natural endpoint: with such a temporal structure (here, the simple past tense), this
event is to be considered as complete. As opposed to (145), the sentence (146)
denotes an event that does not communicate any information to the Hearer as to
whether or not the goal was reached. The Hearer does not know if Mary ended up at
school (as a resuit of her walking there) or flot. As such. the aspectuai meaning of
(146) presents oniy part of the situation; it is an incomplete event. Finally, sentence
(147) does not bring into question the notion of reaching a natural endpoint. This
sentence communicates, however, that the event was terminated, and therefore
conveys a compiete event.
That the three sentences ail share the same situation type, but differ in their
aspectual meaning is due to their difference of Viewpoint. Viewpoint, expiains
Smith, communicates to the Hearer a full or partial view of a given situation. Thus.
one may see that in (145) and (146) the Speaker conveys a full or compiete view of
the situation, whereas in (147) the Speaker conveys a partial view. “The viewpoint of
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a sentence presents an event with a particular extent and focus, rather as a camera
iens may focus (Smith 1991: 5).”
Smith distinguishes three main viewpoint types. first, there is the Perfective
viewpoint, which is adopted by the Speaker in order to convey the full view of a
situation, that is, to present it as a whole, with initial and tïnal endpoints. Second,
there is the Imperfective viewpoint, which serves to allow the Speaker to convey a
partial view of a situation—to focus on only a part of a situation, excluding the initial
and final endpoints. finally, Smith explains that there is also the Neutral viewpoint.
This viewpoint is panicular in that it is flexible, as it includes the initial endpoint of a
situation, as well as, for those situations constituted of internai stages, at ieast one
internai stage (Smith 1991: 6). These are illustrated helow for English.
The question remains as to how a Speaker chooses the viewpoint under which
he wouid like to present a given situation. Smith explains that this is a grammatical
choice. For Smith, grammar encompasses “broadly the system of rules—including
lexical, morphological, syntactic, and sernantic rules—that generates and structures
the sentences of a language (Smith 1991: 6).” And the realisation of these choices is
most definitely language-specific. These choices are at the disposai of the Speaker
within a closed linguistic system. But a choice must be made as to which viewpoint
wili be conveyed whenever a sentence is prepared for communication. On the other
hand, the expression of situation type within a sentence is flot grarnmaticalised.
Smith explains, rather, that situation types are expressed by means of verh phrases of
lexical morphemes. These situation types will be discussed in the following section.
Specifically, English bas two viewpoint aspects: the perfective and the
imperfective. This distinction is based upon the well-known grammatical distinction
more traditionally referred to as the distinction between the progressive and the other
grammatical tenses.36 Both of these aspects may be considered as neutral when they
are employed under specific sets of verb constellations. Srnith explains that the
perfective viewpoint is expressible with any situation type; however, this is flot the
case for the imperfective.
We use the traditional English appellation of progressive tense (vs. for example simple prescrit).
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The perfective viewpoint may be used to express situations of ail types. It
“presents in its entirety the temporal schema associated with each situation type
(Srnith 1991: 220)”. Thus, whatever situation may be discussed in ternis of its
compietion is presented in its entirety with the perfective viewpoint. In addition,
dynamic situations presented from the perfective viewpoint are presented as closed—
that is, they are terminated or in the case of Accomplishments and Achievement, they
are completed. The following sentences illustrate:
(14$) Julie ran to school.
(149) John ran in the park.
(150) Mark coughed.
(151) Leslie solved the problem.
Sentence (148) is an Accomplishrnent; it is presented as complete. Sentence (149) is
an Activity. Though we cannot speak of completeness in this case, the situation is
presented as closed, or terrninated. Sentence (150) is a Semelfactive. also presented
as closed. And flnaily Sentence (15 1) is an Achievement. presented as complete.
Stative sentences expressed from the perfective viewpoint are in their naturai
form: in fact, this is the only viewpoint available to the Engiish Speaker for the
expression of States.
Situations may be also presented from the imperfective viewpoint. This
viewpoint presents a (telic) situation partially, from an internai perspective, relative to
the temporal schema of the situation in question. Expression of a situatioti from the
imperfective viewpoint is carried out in English through use of the progressive tenses.
Progressives typicaliy express duration, as weIl as connotations of dynamism and
volition (Srnith 1991: 222). Due to this fact, the expression of a Stative, if not
completely semantically awkward. is most deflnitely marked. Smith (1991: 222)
explains that such expression of a State presents the state as an event. Moreover.
Serneifactives are neyer presented from the imperfective viewpoint. The following
sentences illustrate:
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(152) George is loving Jennifer.
(153) *The car is being red.
(154) John is coughing.
Sentence (152) is more of a siang use of the State expressed by the verb love,
denoting perhaps that George is being amused by Jennifer or a similar event.
Sentence (153) is flot semantically acceptable; the State ‘be red’ is flot compatible
with the progressive. Sentence (154) is flot a Semelfactive, but an Activity—the
resuit of the imperfective viewpoint.
Achievements expressed in the progressive—that is, from the imperfective
viewpoint—describe the preliminary stages leading up to the Achievement. One
should note that when specific verb constellations are available to describe these
preliminary stages, the sentence will often be more semantically sound if such terms
replace the Achievement. Consider for example the following sentences:
(155) Lewis was solving the problem.
(156) John was reaching the top.
(157) ?Mary was finding her watch.
(158) Mary was looking for her watch.
In examples (155), (156), and (157), the viewpoint focuses on the preliminary stages
of the actual Achievement. However, example (157) is odd with the progressive.
This is perhaps due to the better substitution of the Activity look for, illustrated in
(158), denoting directly these preliminary stages of the Achievementfind.
The expression of Accomplishments from the imperfective viewpoint gives an
incomplete aspect. The situation is presented without its terminal endpoint. The
following sentence illustrates this.
(159) Jack was writing a book.
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Expression in the imperfective viewpoint is most natural to Activities due to
their properties of atelicity and dynamism. Since the internai stages of such situations
are the same as any other part of these situations (these situations are continuous).
there is no question of a partial or incomplete expression of the situation, as can be
observed in the following example.
(160) John was walking in the park.
However, the sentence in (160) must be distinguished from the following:
(161) John waiked in the park.
The difference is that (161) presents the situation as closed or terminated, whereas in
(160) there is no question of the termination the situation: it is Ieft open.
3.3 Problems in Aspect Classification
The aspectuai categories are presented as clear-cut categories with specific tests.
However, in applying the tests for aspect, one realises that there is perhaps a grey
area between the different categories. Smith (1991: 63) recognises the existence of
borderline cases. for exampie, she explains, there are some sentences having
properties of both Achievement and Accornplishments, such as sentences with cool
and warm, which are degree predicates in some contexts and present a change of state
(with a natural endpoint) in other contexts. The following sentences illustrate this.
(162) The ice melted.
(163) The ice melted in an hour.
(164) The ice melted for an hour.
(165) The soup cooled.
(166) The soup cooled in an hour.
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(167) The soup cooled for an hour.
Smith explains that if the process is conceptualised as part of the event, they are
Accomplishments, whereas if the process is detachable from the outcome, they are
Achievements. The meanings of melt and cool in examples (162)( 162) and (165)
could very weIl be, respectively, ‘become rnelted or more melted’ and ‘become cool
or cooler’.37 In that sense, these verbs are Achievements. However, it is possible to
measure out’ these verbs, as in cxamples (163), (164), (166) and (167) (Levin 2000:
7)38 And when one does so, depending on the boundedness of the measure, these
verbs, when considered in these contexts, are either Accomplishments or
Achievements—sentences (163) and (166) heing the Achievements and sentences
(164) and (167) being the Accomplishments. Indeed, it seerns that one may measure
out’ a certain part of the meaning: ‘become more melted’ and ‘become cooler’. This
makes an iterated event, which is in tum measured ont by ‘for an hour’.
We have flot found such difficuit cases in ont research however, our
classification was flot without its own problems. For this reason. though we are
confident with the aspectual classification carried out in our research. we do not
exciude the eventuality that another researcher differs in opinion on certain cases.
One particular case, where there may be a difference of opinion involves some verbs
of the Performative class encountered in the corpus: praise, accuse, and denv.39’4° In
our opinion, these three verbs are Semelfactives. However, we can conceive of the
eventuality that a researcher would prefer to cali them Achievernents. Let us consider
the following sentences.41
See Milicevic (2003: xvii).
‘ The terni ,neu,çilre uut comes from Tenny (1994: 94-95) and is also described. under a diffèrent
terininology in Verkuyl (1993: 22 I-224).
“A performative verb is a verb that naines an illocutionary force. li s used in a performative Ii)
perfonn an illuctionary act having that force (taken rom
http://www.sil.orgllinguistics/GlossarvOfLinguisticTerrnsfWhatlsAPerformativeVerb.htrn). For a
discussion of Performative verbs (or Speech Acis) see Austin t 1962) or Searte (f969).
Not alt verbs of the Performative class behave in this manner, as may he observèd of the verb nue.
found in the corpus. Fora discussion on the independence of verb ctass and aspect, sec Levin (20(1)).
We rernark that there us a difference betwecn peifommatiue u’erbs and pe!fou7iiatii’e OcullrreIUeX. The
examples (168) 10 (171), only (168) is a peifonnatiu’e oecuu-,ence. whereas the ether examples sumpty
have mai n verbs belonging 10 the pe,fonnatiue ckis.s of u’erbs.
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(16$) I praise you for your efforts.
(1 6 I am praising you for your efforts.
(170) 1 was praising you for your efforts, when you interrupted me
rudely.
(171) 1 only praised you once for your efforts.
Sentence (16$) displays the typical behaviour of a Performative. When we use the
progressive present tense, as in (169), we encounter ambiguity. This sentence may
refer to either the preceding stages before a first praising you, which has not yet
occurred, thus displaying the entailment pattem of Achievements. However, on
another reading, (169) denotes as situation where praising you is being repeated—that
is, we are dealing with a derived Activity from a Semelfactive, which holds the
opposite entailment pattern of Achievements. The same observations may be made
about (170). Two possible different paraphrase of this sentence are I was about to
praise vou fr your efforts, when you interrupteci mc rudelv and I was praising VOtI
cmd praising vou for your eft.’rts, when vou interrttpted tue rodeR’, the former
paraphrase is the Achievement reading, whereas the latter is the Semelfactive (and
derived Activity) reading. Finally, sentence (171) displays typical Semelfactive
behaviour of the verb Jiraise. The reason why we have decided to cail these verbs
Semelfactives is that they did not pass ail the tests for Achievements, in particular,
they do not necessariiy have the same entailment pattern.
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Chapter 4: Methodology and Resuits of Research
4.1 Corpus hoice
As discussed in the Introduction, our own research began with the choice of the
paraphrase/operation rule to be investigated—Paraphrase Rule I 8. In order to make
the findings of this research the most objective possible, we decided to apply this rule
to existing sentences of a corpus, rather than inventing our own sentences and
applying Rule I 8 to them. This decision implied the choice of a corpus.
The source of our corpora was four different articles. One article was a
scientific (mathematical) article on the modelling of social networks and etection
processes, the other three articles were shorter joumalistic articles.42 In total, 223
sentences were studied, of which 117 were taken from the scientific article. and 106
from the journalistic articles.
Different types of corpus were chosen for several reasons. Firstly, we wantcd
to obtain a good representation of a variety of verb tenses. As planned, the scientific
article contained mainly sentences with main verbs in the present (simple) tense.
whereas the journalistic articles contained mainly verbs in the past tenses. Secondly,
we wanted a broad range of verbs to study, and for that range of verbs to refiect as
much as possible a broad range of language uses. Indeed, the journalistic articles
contain language that is coherent with the regular lexical choices of an average
English Speaker. The scientific article, on the other hand, was found to contain some
lexical choices particular to the mathematics sublanguage. For example, the
following sentences and sentences resembling them woutd ptobably neyer be heard in
regular conversation.
(172) The social network smoothes out fluctuations. I951
(173) Decision outcomes derive solely from the opinions of the
participating individuals. [102]
The mathernatical article vas Rodriguez & Steinbock (2004); the jotirtialistic articles were
Associated Press (2005a) and (2005b), Hemming (201)5).
This number is the corpus reference number of the sentence as founci in Appendix I
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In addition, we found that certain verbs and Aspects were used more regularly in one
type of text as opposed to another.
The most frequent verbs occurring in the corpus were be and say. Most of the
occurrences of the verb be were taken from the scientific text (23 of the 26
occurrences), whereas ail of the occurrences of the verb sctv were taken from the
journalistic articles (in total, 16 occurrences).44 We must ilote that any results
throughout our research must take into consideration the greater distribution of these
two verbs in the corpus. However, it tums out that neither of these two verhs piayed
a major role in the statistics conceming the paraphrases ohtained, hecause sentences
containing them were generally flot paraphrasable using Paraphrase Rule I 8.
Finally, the texts differed in the frequcncy in their representation of different
aspectual categories.46 Occurrences of Achievements, Accomplishments, and
Activities were pretty much equaliy distributed between the two texts. On the othet
hand, most of the Statives of our corpus come from the scientific text (48 of the 66
occurrences).47
4.2 Application of Paraphrase Rule 78 and Categorisation of
Resulting Paraphrases
In this section we wiil present our resuits conceming the different types of
unacceptabie paraphrases found when applying Rule 1 8 to the sentences in the
corpus. First, however, we describe the manner in which we have applied Rule 18.
We explain when we have judged that a paraphrase can be attempted. Following this
discussion, we identify the different general categories of paraphrases obtained.
There are no other verbs occurring in the corpus with a comparaiivcly high frequency.
° For some cases in which conditions of being paraphrasable hy Paraphrase Rule 8 are nol met, sec
section 4.2.
The discussion of the different aspectual categories precedes in Chapter 2.
There were too tew Semelfactives w make any generalisation about them and their occurrence in
these particular text types.
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4.2.1 The Application ot Paraphrase Rule 18
The paraphrase operations have been applied in the simplest manner possible. That
is. whenever possible, we have avoided the use of any other paraphrase operations in
conjunction with the operation being studied. Thus, if a nominalised form of the
main verb exists, then we must first examine it before considering a nominal that is a
nominalised form of a verb which is a synonym to the main verb. For example, if the
main verb were utilise, we would flrst consider the paraphrase using the nominai
utiliscition, before the one using the nominai use. We remark, however, that the
sentences from our corpus rarely permitted this particular co-occurring paraphrase
operation of synonymy. For example, there were many occurrences of the verb said
in the joumalistic corpora. The absence of an acceptable nominal for this verh lcd us
to consider Éhe possibiiity of use of the nominal statement.48 However, as to sav in o
stutement and to sav are not exact paraphrases, we preferred to admit that there were
simpty no acceptable paraphrases for sentences having to sav as their main verb.
4.2.2 Categories of Acceptability
Ail of the paraphrases are categorised in terms of acceptability. There are two major
subcategories of acceptability considered: either a paraphrase is acceptable or
unacceptable. Within the subcategory of acceptable paraphrases, we made another
subdivision. Acceptable paraphrases may be judged to be either good or OK. Thus,
there are a total of three (sub)categories of acceptability and unacceptability that we
consider.
A paraphrase is considered to be of the category good if it is considered by the
authors as very natural not only in terms of linguistic production by a native speaker,
but also in terms of the native speaker’s intuitions conceming what other native
speakers would produce—that is, a native speaker would consider sentences
beionging to this category as perfect English. For example, the foliowing two
sentences are considered to be good paraphrases of one another.
We were Ied W consider this as u synonym, because of sentences such as 1671 and t 1701 n
Appendix I. where the context s such that the nominal rtatemf’nt should clearly be considered.
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(174) The U.S. Bagram air base north of Kabul cleared the
plane for landing. [2091
(175) The U.S. Bagram air base north of Kabul gave the
plane clearance for tanding.
A paraphrase is considered as OK if it is considered sornewhat natural in
terms of intuitions conceming grarnmaticality, but ;iot in production: the authors
would probably not say such sentences, but in normal conversation they could go
unnoticed. For example, the following two sentences are considered to be OK
paraphrases of one another.
(176) In figure 1, human A trusts B cornpletely. [651
(177) In figure I, human A holds trust in B completely.
The sentences belonging to the category OK may only be regarded as inferior in
acceptability due to levels of frequency in everyday speech, or (conscious or
unconscious) personal linguistic preferences on the part of the authors. For instance,
the authors have found the following paraphrase (178) of (179) questionable.
(178) Modem political institutions inake utilisation of
representational structures for deci sion makin g.
(179) Modem political institutions utitize representational structures
for decision making. 121
However, this structure has been found in other corpora.
(180) Arntmd 110 people made utilisation of the eight-day rotary
camp organised to distribute free artificial lirnbs. [OlÏ
This number is the reference number of the sentence as fourni in Appendix 2.
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(181) I thus came up with a method, which makes utilization of
Session and Application variables, and no physical binding to
any database server. [02]
(182) The system ,nakes utilization of the WDT timer to store a user
defîned TPO value, the TPO value is a TOD stamp
representing a future state of when the system is to be powered
on. [031
These are definitely not sentences that would be uttered by the authors, but the
reading of such sentences would flot cail upon any judgement of abnormality.
A paraphrase is considered as unacceptable if it is simply unnatural language.
The discussion of the different types of unacceptable paraphrases is, in fact, the main
goal of this research. As such, the following section is dedicated to that end.
4.2.3 Characteristics of the Category unacceptable
0f the 104 attempted paraphrases of the corpus studied, the authors found that 24
belong to the category unacceptable. That is, upon application of Paraphrase Rule
18, and supposing there is an available nominal and adequate support verb, a
paraphrase is found in this particular research to be unacceptable with a probability of
approximately 0.23. This means that almost one quarter of the time, the application
of the paraphrase rule produces unwanted results. For this reason, it is interesting to
study what has made a paraphrase unacceptable, so that future applications of this
paraphrase rule will produce acceptable paraphrase with a higher prohability. Many
of the reasons will be exposed in this section.
We first explain what is flot included in the category unacceptable in addition
to those paraphrases that are acceptable. A paraphrase has only been attempted
wherever both an adequate support verb and nominal have existed. If either the
support verb or the nominal do not exist. we consider there to be analysable
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paraphrase possible. 50151 Thus, the following sentences do flot have any analysable
paraphrases of the type that interests us here.
(183) Most modem democratic institutions lie between these two
extremes. LI4J
(184) However, this equation serves the ptuposes of our simulation.
We may observe that the verb in the first sentence bas neither an adequate nominal,
nor any conceivable support verb for the (inadequate) gerund nominal. That is. there
is no derived nominal that may be considered, and the gerund, iving, is certainly
inadequate. In addition, we cannot conceive of any plausible support verb for this
gerund. The second sentence’s main verb does have a plausible nominal (service or
serving), however no adequate support verb can be found.
The category of unacceptable paraphrases encompasses those atternpted
paraphrases that are unnatural or nonsensical due to semantic or syntactic
incompatibilities, as well as those paraphrases that are flot suftïciently exact
semantically. Sorne of the common traits of this category arnong the different
Aspects are incompatibilities due to the necessity of an animate grammatical subject,
Aspectual mismatches between paraphrases, sentence syntactic structure
incompatibilities (including those that are due to the communicative structure of the
sentence), the narrowing of the scope or proximity of action and error or vagueness
° We have not studied here the possible explanations as to the existence of a derived nominal. For a
study on this topic on Russian Static verbs, sec Spencer & Zaretskaya (unpublished).
SI One may test for the existence of an adequate support verb, by attempting 10 apply the paraphrase
rule. 1f no adequate verb may be found in this way, we conclude that no adequate support verb exists.
In addition, hypotheses about the existence of an adequate support verb have flot been explored here.
We remark, however, Ébat some main verbs are perhaps sernantically too simple, in terms of their
semantic composition. to allow themselves to be paraphrased by Rule 18. For more on this latter
subject, sec Wierzbika (1982).
52 As discussed, we will not be looking into the reasons for the existence of an adequate support verh.
We note. however, that it seems Ébat serve here is already a support verh of purposev, and ihis fact may
be a factor in the lack of another support verh for this sentence; perhaps there k an incompalibility in
the double application of Rule 18. lndeed. a support verb exists in other instances of the verb verve, as
the following sentences illustrate.
t) This library serves the entire community.
2) This library prolicles service 10 the entire community.
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allowance, and the coïncidence of a paraphrase with an idiomatic phrase which
produces a sernantic mismatch. We now pass to the discussion of these items.
4.2.3.1 Animacy
The application of Paraphrase Rule 18 often has been found to eau upon the use of a
support verb necessitating an animate syntactic subject. Thus, for example, sentence
(186) is an unacceptable paraphrase of t I 85).
(185) Mr. Ranavirajah’s admission that aid was failing to reach those
in need came as survivors stepped up protests this week saying
food rations had not arrii’ecl. 11871
(186) *Mr. Ranavirajah’s admission that aid was failing to reach
those in need came as survivors stepped up protests this week
saying food rations had not made their arrivai.
In particular, there are many instances of verbs allowing transitivity alternations, as in
the following sentences.
(187) The professor illustrated an application of the theorem, hy
means of an ex ample.
(188) The (professor’s) example illustrated an application of the
theorem.
In these sentences (187) has an animate syntactic subject where as (188) does not.
The paraphrase operation applied to (187) vi1l give an acceptable paraphrase, unlike
the paraphrase obtained from application of Paraphrase Rule I $ to (188), as one
observes in the following two sentences.
(189) The professor carried out lime illustration of an application of
the theorem, by means of an example.
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(190) *The (professor’s) example carricd ont thc’ illustration of an
application of the theorem.
Similar examples found in the corpus are as follows.
(191) This tsunami may iltustrate the fragility of human life. 1151]
(192) *This tsunami may carry ont the illustration of the fragility of
human life.53
(193) Decision outcomes derive solely from the opinions of the
participating individuals. [102]
(194) *Decision outcomes permit/allow ofderit’aiion solely fi-om the
opinions of the participating individuals.
This necessity for an animate grammatical subject is definitely not a generality as the
following sentences illustrate.
(195) The pararneter merely scaled the measure advantage by a
constant factor. [871
(196) The parameter merely provided a scaling of the measure
advantage by a constant factor.
In sentence (195), the grammatical subject is inanimate and the paraphrase is
perfectly acceptable. However, the problem of animacy was signitïcant. Five out of
the 24 unacceptable paraphrases had this problem.54
This paraphrase attempt was flot counted in the results as a better paraphrase was found. Sec
sentence 151 under States in the annexe.
For more examples, see corpus sentences 1211,11081, and [2101.
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4.2.3.2 Incompatibitity in Sentence Structure
Sentence structure accounted for four of the 24 unacceptable paraphrases. These
incompatible structures found are inversed noun clauses, hidden etiiptical structures.
and the passive voice, respectively discussed in the following three subsections.
4.2.3.2.1 Fronling aizd Noun Clauses
There are certain structures which genetally seem to be incompatible with the
application of Paraphrase Rule 18, and others that are only incompatible with this
paraphrase cule under certain circumstances. The fronting55 of a noun clause
structure is definitely a case in which the incompatibility seems to be more general.
Let us flrst consider the following two sentences to illustrate this phenomenon.
(197) 70 percent of survivors have flot received anything, Sri Lanka’s
relief operations chief acknowledged this week. 1158]
(19$) *70 percent of survivors have flot received anything, Sri
Lanka’s relief operations chief made the acknoit’ledgenzent this
week.
Sentence (198) is the attempted paraphrase of (197). the paraphrase operation being
applied to the dependent clause. Sentence (197) holds the structure of a main
independent clause with a nominal dependent clause, however, the normal expression
of such a structure is, in fact, inverted here due to the communicative opposition of
Theme and Rheme.56 It seems that sentences involving this fronting are not
compatible with Paraphrase Rule 1$. Notice however that if the structure had not
undergone this inversion then the paraphrase would be acceptable. The following
two sentences are perfectly acceptable paraphrases of one another.
Tue termfiwiting describes Oie process by which elements that are usually found afier the verb are
moyeU to the beginning of a sentence for communicative reasons. For more on fronting. sec Quirk et
al. (1980: 407-409).
tVe will flot be discussing the possible effects of the communicative Structure of sentences fi tliis
thesis. For some indicative sources on this subject. sec Meluk (2001) or Hajiov) t 1994).
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(199) Sri Lanka’s relief operations chief ackiiowledged this week that
70 percent of survivors have flot received anything. 11581
(200) Sn Lanka’s relief operations chief made the aeknow/edgemeiit
this week that 70 percent of survivors have flot received
anything.
The following sentences illustrate further this incompatibility.
(20!) Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB wiIl counter
Motorola’s introduction yesterday of its first iTunes-compatible
ceil phone when it unveils a mobile phone-cum-digital music
player early next rnonth, company President Miles Flint
amiounced at the 3GSM World Congress in Cannes on
Monday. [04]
(202) *Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB will counter
Motorolas introduction yesterday of its first iTunes-compatible
ceil phone when it unveils a mobile phone-cum-digital music
player early next rnonth, company President Miles Flint iiicule
the announcemeilt at the 3GSM World Congress in Cannes on
Monday.
In the same way, sentences expressing quotations or narrative dialogues should be
incompatible with this paraphrase operation.
(203) “Our patience has been rewarded!” announced Mr. Wright.
[051
(204) *“Our patience has been rewarded!” made the announcemnemit
Mr. Wright.
This is indeed the case as we observe in sentences (203) and (204).
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There are two of the 24 unacceptable paraphrases displaying this noun clause
incompatibility.
4.2.3.2.2 Hidden Ettiptical Structures
The following sentences dispÏay a similar behaviour of incornpatibility to that of
inversed nominal phrases. However, in this case, we are of the opinion that this
incompatibility is due to a sort of hidden elliptical structure, perhaps particular of this
verb. Let us consider the following sentences.
(205) For our simulation, the method we choose is to presuppose the
existence of a social network. [5 1]
(206) *For our simulation, the method we make the choice is to
presuppose the existence of a social network.
(207) For our simulation, the method we niake the clioice tf’ use is to
presuppose the existence of a social network.
The structure of sentence (205) in which the paraphrase has been carried out is the
relative clause modifying the nominal phrase. As we observe in the attempted
paraphrase (206) and in its comparison with (207), (206) is missing something. This
has been found to be the general case with the verb choose. However, this is
definitely not a generality of this structure with any verbs as the following sentences
illustrate.
(208) The people we trust the inost are old friends.
(209) The people in whom we have the inost trust are old friends.
(210) The students to whom the professor assigns extra homework
are slackers.
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(2 Il) The students to whom the professor inakes assigninents of
extra homework are slackers.
(212) The city I acknowledge to be my favourite is Vancouver.
(213) The city (about which) I mate the acknowledgement of being
my favourite is Vancouver.
Indeed, only one of the 24 unacceptable paraphrases displays this incompatibility.
4.2.3.2.3 The Passive Voice57
The expression of the passive voice only posed a problem once in the application of
Paraphrase Rule 18 throughout our corpus. Consider for example following
sentences.
(214) Trust in the real world is often based on factors other than
shared opinions such as relevant expertise. [55]
(215) *Trust in the real world is often given a basis on factors other
than shared opinions such as relevant expertise.
(216) One often buses trust in the real world on factors other than
shared opinions such as relevant expertise.
(2 17) One often gives trust in the real world ct basis on factors other
than shared opinions such as relevant expertise.
The flrst sentence is the original sentence as found in the corpus studied. Sentence
(216) is the active version of this sentence provided by the authors. We observe that
the paraphrase operation applied to (214) gives an unacceptable paraphrase (215), as
opposed to when it is applied to (216), resulting in the acceptable paraphrase (2 17).
In the case of sentence (215), the unacceptability seems to result from the
presence of the complement of the nominal basis. We observe that by eliminating
We are considering here the verba’ undergoing the paraphrase operation to he he + post pcitiiple.
n accordance with Meaning-Text Theory deep syntactic structure. and flot only the verb bc’.
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this complement or even by putting this complement in the cleft position with a
altering of the communicative structure of the sentence, the paraphrase becornes
acceptable.
(218) Trust in the real world is often gii’en a basis.
(219) Those are the factors on which trust in the reat world is often
given a basis.
In general, it seems that the passive voice did not have a great influence on the
applicability of our paraphrase rule. 0f the 19 different attempted passive voice
paraphrases found in the studied corpus, only one was unacceptable.
4.2.3.3 Coincidence with Idiomatic Phrase
For some paraphrases, the unacceptability was quite subtle. This is potentially
because the paraphrases actually coincided with idiomatic phrases. Consider the
following sentences accompanied by their respective paraphrases.
(220) Kam Air financial controller Zimarai Kamgar said the crew
contacted Peshawar airport. [2041
(221) Kam Air financial controller Zimarai Kamgar said the crew
made contact with Peshawar airport.
(222) If we instead use the social network method (3), the outcome
would be 0.75. [8] 1
(223) If we instead inake use of the social network rnethod (3), the
outcome would be 0.75.
We observe that sentences (220) and (222) are close paraphrases of (221) and (223)
respectfully. lndeed, it seems that that the meanings of the paraphrase may be
included in those of the original sentences. That is, for example, if (221) is truc. then
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(220) is truc. However, (220) may also be used elliptically to express more
information—that there was some sort of (conventional) exchange, for instance,
rather than sirnply an instantaneous contact. The same is truc, respectfully, in the
case of (222) and (223). (222) may be used to express, for example, that exclusively
the social method (3) svas used in finding the mentioned outcomc, whereas (223)
cannot give the same importance to the social network method (3).
Three of the 24 unacceptable paraphrases suffered this incompatibility.58
4.2.3.4 Proximity Problems
Proximity problems were extensive among the unacceptable paraphrases. Ten of the
24 unacceptable paraphrases had this type of problem. There are two major types of
proximity problems encountered in the corpus: a problem in the altering of the scope
of action with relation to the grammatical subject. and a problem in a sort of
transference of action from semantic subject to semantic manner adverbial, which we
consider to be elliptical expression. These problems are deflned anci illustrated in the
following two subsections.
4.2.3.4.1 Attering of Scope ofAction with Relation to GS
In some instances of attempted paraphrasing, we have found that an incompatibility
often arises due a sort of altering of the scope of the action in the paraphrase,
formally denoted by the main verb of the original sentence. That is, the Speaker is
often permitted an original scope of action in uttering the original sentence (the
sentence without the nominal), which is altered in the paraphrase. We illustrate by
means ofthe following sentence (224) and its paraphrase (225).
(224) Soon after the disaster, U.S. President George W. Bush named
his father and Mr. Clinton to head a nationwide private
fundraising effort. 11231
The two mentioned. as welI as 12081.
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(225) Soon after the disaster. U.S. President George W. Bush cartied
out the naming of hïs father and Mr. Clinton to head a
nationwide private fundraising effort.
Sentence (224) and (225) are perfectly acceptable by themselves, but they do flot
express exactly the same meaning. (225) is the attempted paraphrase of (224), but
while (224) denotes a situation where Bush actually names lus father and Mr. Clinton
to a given appointment, (225) could simply mean that Bush oversaw the naming, or
organised or headed the committee which decided the ncuning of bis father and Mr.
Clinton to the appointment. Thus, we have an alteration of the scope of the action in
the paraphrase. The action of naming’s scope is widened in the paraphrase—it is flot
only fulfilled by Bush alone. Performative sentences seem to have this general
property, as discussed in Chapter 3, however they are flot the only verbs having such
hehaviour, as the following sentences illustrate.
(226) Mr. Clinton lias also appealed with the UN Children’s Fund for
$45-million to provide clean water and sanitation to tsunami
victims.
(227) Mr. Clinton lias also laundted a $45-million appeal with the
UN Children’s Fund to provide clean water and sanitation to t
sunami victims. [144]
(228) Kam Air operates several domestic routes. t2 16]
(229) Kam Air carnes ont the operation of several domestic routes.
Attempted paraphrases (227) and (229) suffer from this alteration of scope of action,
though grammatical as sentences in and of themselves.
We have flot been able to predict when this incompatibility vill occcir.
However, we have observed that probably it should enter into question if the main
verh of the original sentence does flot denote a mental process or State. For ex ample,
the following sentences are good paraphrases.
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(23t)) Nazakat Babayeva co,tsiders sorne probiems of Azeri’s farnity
life in the eariy middle ages.
(23 I) Nazakat Babayeva carnes out consideration of some probtems
of Azeri’s famiiy life in the early rniddle ages. 1061
(232) The Working Group’s objective was to consider of ail aspects
of transnational corporations affecting human rights, Mr.
Guisse said, with the hope that such research efforts wouid
lead to preparation of an instrument that would contain
guidelines or binding standards for these corporations.
(233) The Working Groups objective was to carn’ t)Ut consideration
of ail aspects of transnational corporations affecting human
rights, Mr. Guisse said, with the hope that such research efforts
wouid Iead to preparation of an instrument that wouid contain
guidelines or binding standards for these corporations. t071
Here, the main verb is a mental process. Generaily, we make the hypothesis that any
sentence having a main verb that denotes a situation in which the grammatical subject
can participate in a distant manner (by directing the situation, organising the situation
and so forth), couid possibly have the problem of scope of action upon the application
of Paraphrase Rule 18.
Five of the 24 unacceptable paraphrases suffer this
4.2.3.4.1 Transfer of Situation
There are three types of proximity problems under the heading of transfer of
situation. They will be referred to as (I) the transfer of ihe grammatical subject
pt-oblem, (2) the problem in distance of control, and (3) the pivi’ide-be SUpport verh
problem.
Those sentences mentioned already as well as corpus sentences (1611 and 11881.
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4.2.3.4.1.1 The Transfer of Grammaticat Subject Probtem
Firstly, there is the problem of the transfer of the grammatical subject role from the
flrst semantic argument to that of the adverbial clause modifying the main verb. The
following sentences illustrate.
(234) This paper considers “traditional” representative decision
making with a newly proposed method. [231
(235) 4This paper carnes out consideration of “traditional”
representative decision-making with a newty proposed method.
Sentence (234) is the sort of elliptical version of the following sentence.
(236) The authors consider “traditional” representative decision
making with a newly proposed method.
And we observe that the paraphrase operation may be applied to (236) to obtain an
acceptable paraphrase.
(237) The authors carry out consideration ef “traditionar
representative decision-making with a newly proposed method.
We have only encountered one unacceptable paraphrase of this type in our corpus,
and are therefore unable to make broader generalisations. However. we make the
hypothesis that with such elliptical forms that are incompatible with paraphrase
operation 18, an improvement may be made in applying the paraphrase operation to
the non-elliptical form of the sentence.
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4.2.3.4.1.2 The Distance of Controt Problem
A second problem of this category of unacceptabie paraphtases encompasses those in
which there is transfer of the action to an officiai ‘object’ (document, ceremony, etc.)
having for its name, the nominal in question. The foHowing sentences iliustrate.
(238) NATO troops searching for the plane denied it had been found.
[1951
(239) NATO troops searching for the plane issued a denia! that it had
been found.
(240) The number of missing rernains 127,749, stated the
government’ s National Disaster Relief Coordi nating Board.
[1671
(24 I) The number of missing remains 127,749, said the
government’s National Disaster Relief Coordinating Board il? ci
statement.
Sentences (239) and (241), though perfectly grammatical. are flot exact paraphrases
of sentences (238) and (240). They involve the resultative oftïcial objects
representing the denial and the statement, respectively. Three unacceptable
paraphrases are of this type.6°
4.2.3.4.1.3 The pro vide-be Support Verb Distinction
The third problem of this category refers to those unacceptable paraphrases in which
there is an incompatible transfer from an (atelic) stative situation to the affirmation of
he presence of a telic situation denoted by a perfective nominal. Consider, for
example, the following sentences.
(242) This tsunami may illustrate the fragility of human life. I J 5 11
One may also argue that (239) and (24!) are more precise or richer than (238) and (240).
respectfu! y.
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(243) *This tsunami may be an illustration of the fragility of hurnan
life.
(244) Figure 1 below de,oicts a simple example showing trust
connections among a fout node collective. 161]
(245) ?figure I below is a depiction of a simple example showing
trust connections among a fout noUe collective.
In these sentences, we remark this passage or transfer from one situation to the other.
This is also an aspectual incompatibility, and as such, wiIl also be referred to in the
next subsection. In counting these attempted paraphrases, there are seven
unacceptable paraphrases thought to result from this incornpatibility. a significant
number (20% of unacceptable paraphrases). 1-Iowever, there are two factors which
inhibit this assessrnent.
Firstly, we have found that though we generally do not find these atternpted
paraphrases acceptable, they are found to be natural in sorne scientific sublanguages.
For instance, the following three sentences have been encountered in other (medical,
mathematical, and physics, respectfully) texts.
(246) Figure 2 is the illustration ofthat model. [081
(247) If a VxP(x) is false although P(t) is truc for every term t, then
the universe of the model is to contain such an i that i II Pli
(where Il Pli is tlte denetation cf P, a subset of the universe).
[091
(248) As a final step, recognizing that the integral over ,2 ix die
definition of the beam’s area moment of inertia t,
I
allows us to arrive at the Euler-Bernoulli
d2 , d2w
—;- ,J—;- =P
dx” dxbeam equation,
. 10 10]
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For these three sentences, we would have the following reverse paraphrases.
(249) figure 2 illustrates that mode!.
(250) If a VxP(x) is false a!though P(t) is true for every term t, then
the universe of the model is to contain such an I that i II Pli
(where Il Pli denotes P, a subset of the universe).
(25!) As a final step, recognizing that the integral overv2 clefines the
I =Sfr aydz
beam’s area moment of inertia I, allows us to
arrive at the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation,
2a dw
El— =p
dx2
Thus, we must admit that five of the seven attempted paraphrases of this sort are
acceptable paraphrases, as they are made within a mathematical text.
Second!y, there is another manner in which paraphrases invo!ving these
Statives may be attempted independently of the sublanguage involved. Let us first
remark that this third type of proximity prob!em involves paraphrases with main
verbs allowing a transitivity alternation. It seems that in the forrn X i/Ïustmted Y
bv/with Z, these verbs are Accomp!ishments, whereas in the form Z illustmtes Y, they
are Statives. We observe that the latter use is the resu!tative form of the former one.
With this in mmd, let us consider the fo!lowing two sentences—other attempted
paraphrases of sentences (242) and (244), respectfu!!y.
(252) This tsunami may proi’ide an ,tlustmtion of the fragi!ity of
human life.
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(253) Figure I below ptoi’ides/sIzm’’s a depiction of a simple
example showing trust connections arnong a four node
collective.
Paraphrases (252) and (253) are perfectly acceptable. The difference between the
atternpted paraphrases (243) and (245), and paraphrases (252) and (253) lies exactly
in the Iack of this proximity problem. tndeed. as discussed in Chapter 3, the
Achievement expressed in the present simple tense may denote the resulting state of
the actuai Achievement. Thus, the verb proiide permits an aspectually sound
paraphrase. This accounts for the other two of the seven paraphrases belonging to
this third subcategory.
The question remains as to whether this verb is aiways the support verh of the
nominai. Practically speaking, these paraphrases work well in the studied context:
therefore, one is tempted to generally consider such nominais to have support verbs
like provide. However, this is not aiways the case with these verbs as ohserved
among the following examples (254), (256), (258), and (260), found in other corpora,
accompanied by their paraphrases resulting from an application of Rule 1$.
(254) Littlefish Open Source health record Software einbodies the
dream of knowledge-shaHng and commun ity-bti ild ing.
011161
(255) Littleflsh Open Source health record Software is the
embodiment of the dream of knowledge-sharing and
community-building.
(256) According to one tradition, recorded from u farm labourer in
the Gentleman’s Magazine, the figure is the representatio;I of a
We observe that though sentence (254) does flot have a main verb aflowing the transitive alteration
previous!y discussed. ii does dèmonstrate how tiatural the type of attèmpted paraphrase heing
evaluated is n some cases.
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Danish giant who had led an invasion of England from the
coast.62 [012]
(257) According to one tradition, recorded from a farrn labourer in
the Gentleman’s Magazine, the figure represents a Danish giant
who had lcd an invasion of England from the coast.
(258) The image of the sphinx is cx depiction of royal power. 1013]
(259) The image of the sphinx depicts of royal power.
(260) The religious procession is a re-enactment ofthe finding of the
Holy Cross by Reyna Helena. [0141
(261) The religious procession re-enacts the finding of the Holy
Cross hy Reyna Helena.
In these sentences, the support verb j,rot’ide would give unacceptable paraphrases.
Thus, ii. is flot always clear from the verb alone whether or not the type of support
verb necessitated one avoiding the proximity problem. However, as an adequate
support verb exists for the sentences found in the corpus studied, we will consider
these to be good paraphrases. As a result, we find there to be no unacceptable
paraphrases of this third type that cannot be repaired.
4.2.3.4 Specifically Aspectual Incompatibilities
In sorne cases of paraphrasing, the aspect of the original sentence is clearly altered.
This situation was demonstrated for Statives in the previous subsection.63 The
62 The Iexemefigure has a different meaning than in sentence (253). Here, the figure referred te R an
outiine ofa body in the ground on a hiliside.
Depending on the theoretical framework within which one is working. one could potentially
consider the proxirnity problem described in the last section as a problem due te aspect. lndeed, we
recognise that there is some sort of situation quantification at work in this problem, and quantification,
hough flot norrnally in this sense, is considered by many authors (for example. Mel’uk (1994).
Verkuyl (1993), Bennett and Partee (1972)) to be aspectual. As Smith (1991) dues flot explicitly
consider this as aspect. however, we wiIl net be making any conclusions regarding this point.
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foliowing sentences illustrate other cases where an altered aspect resuits from the
attempted paraphrase operation.
(262) Whjie we also studied the effect of network connectivity, this
parameter merely scaled the measured advantage by a constant
factor. [86]
(263) Wbiie we also carried out the studv of the etïect of network
connectivity, this parameter mereiy scaled the measured
advantage by a constant factor.
(264) The use of a social network danzpel?s the effect of a patticular
choice of representatives. [921
(265) The use of a social network carnes out a dainpening f the
effect of a particular choice of representatives.
In sentences (253) and (265), the nominais studv and dampening are both perfective.
For both, there is an inherent heginning and end. This becornes even more evident
upon consideration of their implication schemes.
1f one was studving, one lias studied. However, if one bas heen camrving ont ci
stttdv, it does not impiy that one has carried out a studï. This is the sarne situation
for sentences (264) and (265).
An important remark here is that these aspectuai incompatibilities have only
potentialiy resulted from the sentences having a main verb of a sort of atelic aspect
either Activities or States; upon further examination, however, unacceptable
applications to States may be repaired as discussed in the previous subsection. which
leaves Activities. Probably, the reason for this incornpatibility is that ail the nominais
considered in this study are perfective—they are the only type allowing of expression
in the sentential structure that Rule I 8 requires. As such, one shouid prohabiy neyer
encounter such incompatibilities among the telic Aspects.
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Making abstraction of the repaired paraphrases, aspectual incompatibilities
have occurred in 6 cases of unacceptable paraphrases (25 ¾ of unacceptable
paraphrases) 64
4.2.3.5 Repetition Incompatibilities
In two of the unacceptable paraphrases encountered, the unacceptability stemrned
from a forced repetition in the sentences. Both cases were attempts to apply
Paraphrase Rule 18 to sentences whose structures were already of the sort resulting
from application of this operation to sentences—that is, with a support verb and
nominalisation. Consider the following sentence and its paraphrase.
(266) Mr. Clinton sajd in a stateinent that he looks forward to
serving as Mr. Annan’s special envoy, starting in Match.
[12 la]
(267) Mt. Clinton made u statement in a statement that he looks
forward to serving as Mr. Annan’s special envoy, starting in
Match.
Ihe problem is evident. We suspect that most paraphrases of this sort vi11 give
unwanted resuits.
As mentioned, we did flot carry out any study of the form of the acceptable paraphrases, however.
we remark that there seems to be a correlation between the determination of the nominal form in the
resulling paraphrase and aspect. A similar discussion of aspect may he found in Verkuyl (I 989) and(1993).
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43 Nominalisations Avaïlable
4.3.1 Vendler’s Syntactic Classification of Nominais
4.3.1.1 Complete and Incompiete Nominais
from the point of view of consideration of aspect, there are two types of
nominalisations: compiete (or perfective) and incomplete (or imperfective).65
These nominalisations are either nominais (a dedved nominal or a nominai in
gerundive form), or noun phrases containing a nominal. This distinction stems from
Vendler (1968)’s flndings. In fact, Vendier suggests the existence of an aspectual
category distinction between perfective an imperfective nominais corresponding to
their respective appellations. Perfective nominais are those nominaÏised fornis which
have lost their verbal characteristics, thus behaving iike typical nouns, and denoting a
perfective situation. Imperfective nominais, on the other hand, are those nominais
that can occur extemaliy in noun phrase positions while holding an internai syntactic
structure similar to that of the verb phrase from which they are derived, and denoting
an imperfective situation. They have five defining characteristics regarding their
occurrence in ianguage, which distinguish them from perfective nominais.
1. Imperfective nominais occur with determiners.
2. Imperfective nominais can be modifled by adjectives, but not hy adverbs.
3. Imperfective nominais cannot appear in different tenses.
4. Imperfective nominais cannot be modaiised.
5. Imperfective nominais cannot be negated.
The foilowing respective sentences illustrate this behaviour. The first five sentences
contain perfective nominais, while the iast five contain imperfective nominais (in
itaiics).
These categores have also heen given the appellaLions of perfect and irnperfect. We have deciclecl tu
use the ternis perfective and imperfective. because they are more coherent with the test o the
temiinology used throughout this thesis, and in parlicular. with Carlotta Smith (I 991Ys tetminology.
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(268) The singing of the oper o was beautiful.
(269) The beautfut singing of the operct moved the audience.
(270) *The hai’ing stmg ofthe opera was beautiful.
(271) *The being abte to sing ofthe opera is quite a talent.
(272) *The not singing ofthe opera did not make for a had evening.
(273) *Tize singing the opera was beautiful.
(274) *Tt,e beauttfitl siitging the opera moved the audience.
(275) Judv’s having sung the operct flawlessiy surpcised her peers.
(276) Judy’s being able to sing the opera flawiessly surprised ber
peers.
(277) Judv’s not singing lite opera flawless/y surprised heu peers.
In the examples of perfective and imperfective nominais, we have chosen onc
type of each to illustrate: the Ing-of gerund for the perfective nominais, and the Poss
ing gerund for the imperfective nominais. However, thcse categories of nominais
include much more, as Abney (1987) describes. firstiy, derived nominais are ail
perfective nominais. However, gerunds may be separated into four different types of
nominais depending on their syntactic co-occurrences. Abney (1987) calis these
nominais (I) Acc-ing geninds, (2) PRO-ing gerunds. (3) Poss-ing gerunds, and (4)
Ing-ofgerunds. The foilowing sentences illustrate respectively.
(278) Judy singing the opera (Acc-ing gerund)
(279) singing the opera (PRO-ing gerund)
(280) Judy’s singing the opera (Poss-ing gerund)
(281) singing of the opera (Ing-ofgerund)
0f these gerunds, Hamm & van Lambalgen (2002) observe aiong with Abney (1987)
after Vendier (196$) that only derived nominais and Ing-of gerunds make up the ciass
of perfective nominais, where as Acc-ing gerunds, PRO-ing gerunds and Poss-ing
gerunds make up the ciass of imperfective nominais.
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4.3.1.2 Narrow and Loose Containers
Vendler (1968), foliowed by Abney (1987), explains that thete are distinct and
sometimes exclusive verbal contexts or containers in which either class of nominais
may be empioyed. Abney (1987) refers to these contexts as either loose containers
or narrow containers, according to whether both kinds of nominais may be used in
such a context (making it a loose container), or only perfective nominais may he used
in such a context (making it a narrow container). For exampie, expressions like
surpriseci u.ç and is unlikely are loose containers (Harnm & van Lambalgen (2002: 3)),
so they accept either type of nominal, as the foliowing sentences illustrate.
(282) Judy’s buying a house surprised us.
(283) Judy’s buying ofa house is uniikely.
(284) The delightful singing of the song surprised us.
(285) A delightful singing of the song is unlikely.
On the other hand, expressions tike was slow and oecurred are exampies of narrow
containers (Hamm & van Lambalgen (2002: 3)), as we may observe in the following
sentences.
(286) *Judy’s buying a house occurred on Tuesday.
(287) tiohn’s driving the car was slow.
(288) Judy’s buying ofa house occurred on Tuesday.
(289) John’s dHving of the car vas slow.
Throughout our research, we have found that the verbal context in which
Paraphrase Rule 18 is carried out resuits in a narrow container. That is, only
perfective nominais may occur in resulting paraphrases from the application of Rule
1$. The foliowing sentences provide a smali example of this.
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(290) The government suspended two officiais for mishandiing
relief.66
(291) The govemment carried out the suspension oftwo officiais for
mishandiing relief.
(292) *The govemment curried eut suspending two officiais for
mishandling relief.
Thus, in our research we have considered only perfective nominais.
4.3.2 Semantic Types of Perfective Nominais Availabie
The importance of the type of nominal in the acceptability ot’ the paraphrase varies
from one aspect to another. It seems that the importance of the type of nominal in
paraphrase acceptability i s virtuai iy nonex istent for Semeifacti ves and
Accomplishments. In addition, there seems to be only one possible type of nominal
for States. On the other hand, the type of nominal does seern to ptay an important
role in paraphrase acceptability for Achievements and Activities.
According to our findings in the data, there are three possibilities for the
nominal used in the paraphrase.67 The nominai may describe the previous stages ot
the event and the endpoint, or simply the endpoint. Consider, for exampie, the
following sentences.
(293) We carry out an application ot (2) to get an expected decision
of 0.75.
(294) B carnes out an unequal division of trust.
Corpus sentence (155).
For further discusson of types of nominalisations, sec for example. Alexiadou (21)1)1 ) or Grimshaw
(1990).
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In these sentences, the nominais application and division denote the process and
endpoints of the respective situations. This contrasts with the denotation of the
nominais in the following sentences.
(295) Note how this gives an implication of a kind of conservation of
energy.
(296) The government made a pledge to investigate 10 others on
similar charges.
Sentences (295) and (296) have nominais which express the resulting (abstract or
concrete) object’ of the corresponding situation. That is, in the context of these
sentences if a fact X impiies Y, this situation resuits in an implication. Sirnilarly, if X
pledges Y, then a pledge of Y resuits. This behaviour is similar to that of performative
verbs, discussed in the section on Semeifactives of this chapter.
Another type of nominal considered due to one parlicular sentence appearing
in the corpus, but which, in the end is not studied, due to the simuitaneous avaitability
of a nominal of the first type, are particular of denominai verbs. Thus, the verh to
water may be paraphrased by to give water and to weight may be paraphrased by to
give a weight. This latter verb was found in a sentence of our corpus.
- (,x(297) Participants opinions are unequaily weighted.
However, for such verbs, the nominai of the first type also exists in the gerundive
form.
(298) Participants’ opinions are given an unequal weighting.
This paraphrase is perfectly acceptable. In our opinion, this is a general fact for such
verbs. Thus, these nominais will flot be considered in this study.
(K Corpus sentence (46).
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Nominais describing the (preceding) process and/or endpoint of the
corresponding situation wili be caiied Type I nominais in this thesis. The nominais
denoting the resulting ‘object’ wili be caiied Type 2 nominais.
Let us remark that it is often possible to employ a nominal capable of being
either Type I or Type 2. Consider the foliowing sentences.
(299) B carnes out an unequai division of trust between C and D.
(300) B makes an unequal division of trust between C and D.
Here, the nominai in (299) is of Type I, as already rnentioned, whereas the nominal
in (300) is of Type 2. The difference is subtie but cruciai (o the acceptability of the
paraphrase in many instances. Let us consider, for exampie the following originai
sentence from which the paraphrases (299) and (300) stem.
(301) B divides trust unequaiiy between C and D. [661
We observe that though both sentences (299) and (300) are perfectiy
grammatical, sentence (299) seems to be the truc paraphrase of (301). Sentence (3t)t))
is too durative to convey the same aspectual meaning conveyed in (301). The
question foiiows as to how to choose between the two nominais when apptying the
paraphrase operation. We have found that in the cases where onc has the option, that
is, where the nominai with such an ambiguity exists and the adequate support verb
also exists, that the paraphrase with the nominai of Type 2 is the better paraphrase for
Achievements and the paraphrase with nominai of Type t for Activities. However,
even when the nominai exists, the adequate support verb need not exist, as is the case
in the foilowing sentences.
(302) The government suspended two officiais for mishandiing relief
funds. [1551
(303) The govemment carried out the suspension of two officiais for
mishandiing relief funds.
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(304) ?The govemment declared the suspension of two officiats for
mishandiing relief funds.
Sentence (302) is the original sentence. Sentence (303) is the paraphrase using a
nominal of Type I. Sentence (304) is an attempt at a paraphrase using a nominal of
Type 2, however the support verb is flot adequate and we have nol been able to find
one that is here.
4.3.3 Comments on the Support Verb Employed
Generally we have found that when the verb constellation of the corpus sentence is
telic. the support verbs used are generally also telic—either Achievements or
Accomplishments. This is a predictabie result. However, we have observed one
characteristic of some of these paraphrases, with regard to their support verbs, that is
worth mentioning. In fact, it corresponds with a distribution of the types of support
verbs used.
The most used support verbs for this operation tvith Achievernents and
Accomplishments were give, inake and carry out.9 h is interesting to note first of ail
that gh’e and inake are both Achievements in the context used. In particular, we have
noticed that these verbs were used more frequently, in the paraphrasing of
Achievement, with Type 2 nominais. On the other hand, the verb carn’ otfl
(something) is an Accompiishrnent. This verb, in particular, was used exclusively
with type 1 nominaIs among ail Aspects. In addition. whenever Activities were
paraphrased using car,y out, five out of six times, an unacceptable resuit ensued; two
of these times there was an aspectual incompatibility, and the other three times there
was a transfer of situation.7° These observations lead to two hypotheses.
In our particular paraphrases, the support verb curry oui was used eight tirnes for Àccornplishrnents
and live Urnes for Achievements. The support verb tuake svas used 17 Urnes for Achjeeetien(sand
four tirnes for Accornplishrnents. The support verb give was uscd eight tirnes trw Accornplishrnents
and 10 Urnes for Achievernents. No other support verbs carne close to this frequency of usage.
Sec Corpus sentences (86) and (92) for Éhe aspectual incompatibilities. and sentences (23). (188).(216) for the trans fer of situation problern.
Firstly, Type 2 nominaIs used in paraphrases of Achievements seem to require
Achievement support verbs in Achievement paraphrases.7’ Secondly, one may
postulate that in Accomplishment paraphrases, the perfective nominal is the endpoint
of the situation. We illustrate this second point with the following sentences.
(305) We carry out an application of (2) to get an expected decision
of 0.75.
In this sentence, the application is the endpoint in question. For this reason, one risks
an aspectual incompatibitity in using this support verb to paraphrase an Activity,
whereas the Accomplishment is expressed quite naturally with this support verh.72
Any other hypothesis about the support verbs used and their role in the paraphrases is
unclear to the authors.
4.4 General Statistics73
In our corpus, for 104 of the 223 sentences, both a nominal and adequate support verh
available for the application of Paraphrase Rule 1 8 (47 % of the corpus). 0f these
104 sentences, 24 were considered unacceptable (23 %). The majority of the verbs
appearing in our corpus were telic verbs (rnainly Achievements and
Accornplishments).
4.4.1 Achievements
A total of 73 Achievements appeared in our corpus. 0f these 73 sentences, only 42
had the necessary elements altowing an attempt at application of the paraphrase
operation. 0f these 42 potential paraphrases. 24 are considered acceptable (2f) are
considered good paraphrases, I I 0K) and li iinacceptable.
7! Probahly due to the natural expression of resultative siwations by Achievements.
72 An Accornplishrnent paraphrased using this support was considered good 7 out of the 8 ttrnes
occurrences.
We do flot niake any statement about the statistical signilicance of these Iïndings. These figures
represent simple trequencies of the phenomena as found in our analysis.
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Two types of nominais were employed in these paraphrases—nominais of
Types I and 2. 0f the 42 potentiai paraphrases, 14 were canied out using nominais
of Type I and 28 of type 2. In our corpus, we found that a paraphrase of a sentence
of the Achievement aspect is most iikely to be good (perfectly acceptable) if the
nominal empioyed is of Type I—with a probabitity of 0.79. A paraphrase using n
nominal of Type 2 is simply acceptable with a probabiiity of 0.71. The statistics are
given in the table below.
Nominal Type Acceptable Unacceptahie
Good OK
Type I 0.79 0 0.21
(11/14) (3/14)
Type 2 0.32 0.39 0.29
(9/28) (11/28) (8/28)
Figt:re 2: Table of statistics for Achievement paraphrases
4.4.2 Activitïes
0f the 223 sentences of the corpus, 35 were Activities (16 %). 0f those 35
Activities, we couid oniy attempt the paraphrase operation on 18 sentences (51 %).
The paraphrase operation resuited in an acceptable paraphrase for 12 out 18 sentences
(67 %). In addition, among the 1$ attempted paraphrases, 12 employed n Type I
nominai and 6 employed a Type 2 nominal. This is deflnitely in contrast to the tise of
nominaIs in Achievement sentences’ paraphrases. We found that the paraphrase of n
sentence of Activity aspect, having an adequate support verb and a nominal of Type
I, will most frequently be acceptable, with a probability of 0.75. The statistics of for
the resuits of the test on Activities is in the table helow.
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Nominal Type Acceptable Unacceptable
Good OK
Type I 0.42 0.33 0.25
(5/12) (4/12) (3/12)
Type 2 0 0.5 0.5
(3/6) (3/6)
Figure 3: Table of stafistics for Activity paraphrases
44.3 States
Sentences expressing the States were definitely the most restrictive flot only in their
ailowance of acceptable paraphrases, but in their aliowance ot an atternpt at
application of Paraphrase Rule 1 8. There were 66 States found in the corpus (30 %
of 223 sentences). 0f these 66 sentences, we were only ahie to attempt a paraphrase
operation on 16 sentences (24 %). In addition, of these 16 sentences, ail paraphrases
were acceptable.
An interesting characteristic of the nominais in the attempted paraphrases of
Stative sentences is that ail of them are of Type 2. In addition, the rnost common
suppoiÏ verb for States was hctve (or hekt).74 The foilowing table gives the statistics
of the test for Statives.
Nominai Type Acceptable Unacceptable
Good OK
Typel O t) O
Type2 1 0 0
(16/16)
Figure 4: Table of statistics for States paraphrases
These support verbs were interchangeable in the context.
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4.4.4 Accomplïshments
Accompiishrnents occurred in the corpus 46 times (20.6% of the 223 sentences). 0f
these 46 occurrences, we were only able to apply Paraphrase Rule 1 8 b 22
Accomplishments (49 %). A paraphrase of an Accomplishment was acceptable 16
times out of the 22. More frequently, these acceptable paraphrases were with
nominais of Type I (62.5 %), but this is not significantly higher than the acceptable
paraphrases with nominais of Type 2 (37.5 %), given the number of sentences we are
working with. The statistics of the resuits of the application of Paraphrase Rule I 8 to
the AccompÏishments of our corpus are Iisted in the table below.
Nominai Type Acceptable Unacceptabie
Good OK
Type 1 0.58 0.25 0.17
(7/12) (3/12) (2/12)
Type 2 0.5 0.1 0.4
(5/10) (1/10) (4/10)
Figure 5: Table of statistics for Accompllshrnent paraphrases
4.4.5 Semelfactives
Semeifactives make up the category the most underrepresented in this study. 0f the
223 sentences in the corpus, only six sentences were Semelfactives. We were able to
apply the paraphrase operation to ail of these sentences. 0f these six sentences, five
were acceptable. Based on the data, we were unable to obtain many results on the
application of Paraphrase Rule I 8 to sentences of the Semelfactive aspect.
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Acceptable Unacceptable
Good OK
0.83 0 0.17
(5/6) (1/6)
Figure 6: Table of statistics for Semetfactive paraphrases
4.46 Summary Table of Distribution
Aspect Acceptable (80) Unacceptable
Good (49) 0K (31) (24)
Achievements 20 1 1 1 1
Activities 5 7 6
Statives 7 9 0
Accomptishments 12 4 6
Sernelfactives 5 0
figure 7: Sumrnarv Table ofDistribtttiou
4.4.7 Mïsleading Factors of the Corpus Influencing the Analysîs
Certain verbs appeared more frequently than others among the sentences of the
corpus. However, two verbs in particular occurred with such a significant frequency.
that they may mislead in terms of conclusions about Oie applicahility of Rule 18.
Indeed. the verb he occurs in 26 of the 220 sentences, making it the most frequent
verb encountered; 23 of the 26 occurrences were taken from our scientiCic text. The
next most frequent verb, said occurred 16 times in the corpus, ail of which were taken
from the journalistic texts. There were no other verbs that came close to the
ftcquency of these two. [n total, these sentences having as main verh either of these
two verbs make up 20% of the sentences of our corpus. In addition, such sentences
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were flot paraphrasable by using Rule 18. Thus, one observes that in counting only
one occurrence of either of these verbs, the rate of success in the application of Rule
18 rises significantly.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
5.7 Summary of Resuits
We have found eleven different types of problems in paraphrases resulting from the
application of Paraphrase Rule 18. Four major categories of unacceptahie
paraphrases referred to paraphrases whose unacceptability sternmed from syntactic
properties, having to do with the requirernent of animacy of the grammatical subject,
and incompatibilities in sentence structure including fronting and noun clauses,
hidden elliptical structures, and the passive voice. Two categories of unacceptable
paraphrases were built on properties that were less structural and more due to
interference problems for the comprehension of the sentence. Paraphrases belonging
to them were unacceptable due to coinciding idiomatic phrases or repetition
incompatibilities. The other five categories of unacceptable paraphrases covered
problems found among unacceptable paraphrases that were essentially due to
semantic incompatibilities; thus these attempted paraphrases manifested either
incompatibility between lexical meanings of the resulting paraphrase or an alteration
of meaning from the original corpus sentence to the resulting paraphrase. These
categories were based on proximity problems in the attering of the scope of action
with relation to the grammatical subject and transfer of situation problems such as the
transfer of the grammatical subject problem, the distance of control problem, and the
pro’ide-be support verb distinction, and, of course aspectual incompatibilities. In
particular, we found, as predicted, that aspectual incompatibilities may result from the
application Paraphrase Rule 18, especially with Activities, because of the potentially
telic property of the resulting form. In terms of numerical occurrences, however, the
most serious type of problem among unacceptable paraphrases resulting from this
paraphrase operation was the proximity problem, discussed in section 4.2.3.4.
Though we were able to uncover some problems in aspectuat correlation
between the original corpus sentence and its paraphrase, we were unable to make
serious predictions about the role of Aspect in controlling the acceptability of
paraphrases hy Rule I 8. However, the work of this thesis does indicate new
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directions and lay the groundwork for future study of this and other similar
paraphrase rtiles.
5.2 Questions for Future Research
With a larger corpus, one may possibly apply the information obtained in our
research to the study of the applicability conditions of Rule 18; that is, one may
possibly construct the set of conditions which predict when the application of Rule 18
to an arbitrary sentence wilt produce acceptable resuits or unacceptahie resuits.
The manner in which these conditions may be studied could he from several
different viewpoints. Firstly, there is the role of semantic oppositions such as Aspect
in these predictions. for the moment, we are flot sure of the extent to which Aspect
would be useful in the prediction of acceptability. Based on the statistics, we would
expect that if a State has an adequate support verb and nominalisation. then probably,
the paraphrase would be acceptable. Also, we predict that many Activities will be
open to aspectual incompatibilities for the reasons mentioned in section 4.2.3.4, but
as the Statistics show, there are also many Activities that are perfectly paraphrasahle
by Rule 18. Much more data is required to determine Aspect’s full role here.
Another manner in which to carry ont a study on these acceptability
conditions would be to explore lexical categories based on either syntactic behaviour,
or based on semantic meaning. For instance, in terms of syntactic behaviour, we
found that one category of verbs allowing a transitive alternation is potentially
susceptible to the animacy problem, as discussed in section 4.2.3. I However, we
cannot teil with what frequency such a problem wilI arise. Nor do we know the
extent to which the syntactic behaviour of verbs will be important iii discovering the
applicability conditions of Rule 1$. Also. in terms of lexical semantic distinctions
among verbs, we cannot tell how important semantic categories such as the category
of verbs of movement, or of verbs of thought processes, will be in determining these
applicability conditions.
The category of these verbs. as well as many other syntactic categories. is discussed in Levin (1993).
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We have ako not studied the likelihood of obtaining an acceptable paraphrase
for a given sentence with a particular main verb, once an acceptable paraphrase has
already been found for another sentence with that same main verb in another context.
Indeed, sentences with the main verb denote, were found to aiways be perfectly
paraphrasable. and sentences with the main verb inake were found to neyer be
paraphrasable. On the other hand, we have found two cases of the main verb serve,
one in which it is perfectly paraphrasahle, and another in which the paraphrase
obtained is unacceptable.76 Thus, we do not think that this manner of proceeding wilI
aiways be useful. However, we predict that within a particular text, the likelihood
can be much better than in general. Moreover, we think that within a particular
sublanguage, such predictions could be very useful.
U See scciion 4.2.3.
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Appendîx 1: The Corpus Studîed
Achievements
General Reference Para- Corpus Attempted Acceptabilïty
Count Number phrase Sentence Paraphrase Judgement7
Sentence Count & Nominal
in Corpus l’ype79
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“ Sentences I ihrough 117 are taken from the scientific article Steinbock and Rodriguez (2004).
Sentence 118 through 22f) are taken from the journalistic articles by Associated Press (2005a), (2005h)
and Hemming (2005).
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Welfiire Min 151er... bas made (lie • (;()0D19
Miui.çter. . bas prediction that the bodv
predicted the bodv count would...
cottnt wotdd...
-
49. 193 * The wreckuge of * *
ait Afghan uirliner
that weut missing
with 104 people
oit huard n’as
found vesterdav..
5t). 196 ... thev were * *
catting off their
hunt for the du’
because of
darkness and bat]
neather.
51. 199 * 7ite securitv * *
source salU the
Kant Air Boeing
737 wasfound ta
rite northeast of
the capital.
52. 202 * it went missing *
airer encounrerhig
heu t’’ siiow near
rite Kubul airport.
53. 204 39 Kant Air financiai ?Kant Air financial • R—26
cont ruiler Zimarai cont ruiler ZOna rai
• O’I’HER—9
Kaingur suid the Kanigar said the crew ( diom I)
cren’ contacted made contact u’ith
Pe.çhawur Peshtaucir airport...
ailport...
54. 206 t But Pakistani * *
t?fficiais su ici the
flight neyer
reached their
airspace.
55. 208 40 Transport ?Transport • R-27
Minister. . . said the Minister...said the pilot • OTHER—
pilot lust las! made contact wi(b J r) (idiom
contacted the the Kabul control about 3 2)
Kabul control f). 01. Thursdav, tu askfi)t
ubt,ut 3 pin. u weather updute.
Thur,çdav, tu ask
/?r u weuther
update.
56. 209 41 The US. Bagrant f’he US. Bagram air • R-28
air hase north of i,a.ve norili ofKab,d,..., • (()OD—20
Kubut cteared gave lite plane
the plane for clearancela ctear for
tanding... Icuicling...
57. 210 42 . . but iitOinefltS ?... but i000lents luter it • P—14
inter it made a disappearance • OTHER
disappeared front fitiiti ,cidar s reeus.
n
I t)5
racla r screens. J J
(animacy
4)
5%. 217 * .5/ people died *
svheii an Antonar
transport....
59. 21% * .. an Antonos’ * *
transport crashed
in ,nountuins ,iear
the southwestern
Pakjsjani citv of
Quetta...
60. 219 * ...45people were *
kitled sihen...
6 I . 220 * . . . another A nana * *
plane... starnmed
into a moun (ail?
fleur Kabul.
Actïvitïes
General Reference Para- Corpus Sentence Paraphrase Acceptability
Count Number phrase JudgementHO
in Corpus Count & Nominal
Types’
2 I Modem oliical Modem poliuccil • OK—J
instittition,s’ utzlizc institutions make
• P—i
representationul utilization of
structures for decision represeututianal
inuking such that une structure.ç for
inclii’idncil bi the ck’cision niciking .s,ich
,vocietV cun... that une mcli vicinal in
the .vocwtV cci!?...
2. 23 2 This paper considers This paper carnes • OTHER-1
traditionut” ont considetaiio,i of • P—2
representarit’e ‘trctditianal”
decision—inaking itith represeiitatis’e
ci neute propo.ved decision— making iviil,
,nethod... ci r,eitIe proposed
,nethod.
3. 24 3 77,1* paper coiifrast.ç This paper carHes • OK-2
traditional’ oui lie contrasting • P—3
repre.sentcit( se of “t,ciditiont,l
deci.sicni—,,,ukins oit!, lepresentutile
u newie proposed decision—making witl,
,nethod... ci neu’lu propo.vecl
,nethad..
4. 25 4 l7us new methoU This ,,ewmethod • OK-3
Acceptable (Gond. OK), and Unacceptable (Other), in the ftsrrn judgment”-count.
M P (Type I), R (Type 2), in the form Type-count.
106
increases the yietds ail increase in • R-1
likelihood that the likc’(Ihood thar
dec ision oulconies Hill decision Diii cOflitS
uccuratelv refleci the ivili a eu ratelv
opinions of the uliole reflect tue opinions of
populatietii. the whole population.
5. 44 5 . . the opinions of ... the opinions if • OK—4
participants are participants are
• p.4
treated equallv... giveit equat
treatm eut
6. 64 * Decision power * *
travels along paths of
trtist, autonia tuallu
delegating ta the
active participants in
ci natural u’ai’.
7. 70 * .. [active riodes/ onlv * *
colleci trust...
8. 72 * This continues outil *
aIl trust lias been
aggregatecl to 11w set
of active ,iodes.
9. 81 6 If we instead use the ?If ive instead niake • OTHER-3
social network uic’thod use of the social • R-3
(3), the outcolne network inethocl (3),
would lie 0. 75. the outcolne wotdd be
0. 75.
10. 86 7 While ne also studied * *
the effect of network
con neclivitv...
I 1. 88 * For claritv we onlv *
show data fa, network
con nectivitv if three...
l2. 89 * [network connectii’Itv * *
ofthreeJ exltibited the
highesr uN’,foli;iance
conipared to the
traditional ,nethod.
13. 92 8 lie tise ofa social ...the lise ofa social • OTHFR-4
network dampens the network carnes ont a •
eflct ofa particular dampeuing oflin lie
choice of effect cif ci particulcir
representaiivc’s. choice of
representatiie.s.
14. 95 9 [The] social network [l’he] social network • GOOD-1
smoothes oui smoothe.ç c,Ut • P—6
fluctuations vo that a flucttiatioFIS 50 that cl
relativelv sic,bIc inodel relativc’lï .vtcible
ofthe collective moUd of tue
opiuon is collective oponoit is
rnaintained... pro vided
maintainance...
15. 101 1f) We have considered a We have carried ont • OK-5
traditional method of consideration of ci • p7
represeiltation t,uditional methoci of
n I t)7
C,
decision-making representution
dec-ision-making...
I 6. I 1 6 * As ttmnctn population * *
increases...
17. I 17 * .. the ratit, of *
representation grow.ç
more severe...
18. 137 * Mr. Clinton anti tue * *
older Mr. Bush have
been travelling
throughout Oie Un lied
Sta tes raising
,none’...
19. 143 * Mondav night, a * *
celebrity tenni.r match
featuring Andv
Roddick. .hetped ta
ra ise more than
$518,000 U.S....
20. 145 I I The joint project witl 77w joint prjet will • oK-6
be ttsed kv Unicef and be made use ofbv • R-4
other relief groups “ta Unicef and oflier
make sure thut relief groups ta
,nake sure that.
2 I . 147 * w make sure Oint * *
ive do evervthing ive
can 10 keep people
alive. -
22. 163 * Emergencv nid * S
ope rations in
Indonesia ‘s Aceh
province were
windiitg_dow,t...
23. 164 * - - - with the US *
curera_fi carrier tutu
ted uid effm-ts lecuving
the disaster zone...
24. 171 12 ... hiring tens of ... hi ring tens of • GOOD-2
thousands oftsimanti thousancis oftsuncuni • p..
victi,ns for victifli5 [or
reconstruction effirts reconstruction efforts
wilt speed up “witt cause the
rec’overv in du,naged speeding up of
ureus. “ recoverv in clamaged
areas.
25. 175 13 lie was beaten b’ - ht was subjected to • COOD-3
scierai miiitarv police a beating hv several • p_9
ut tin air base in million’ police tut toi
Banda Ae-eh, air buse in Bcuiclcu
A ccli
26. 176 14 An officer lias bee,z An officer bas been • GOOD-4
questioned about ilie subjected to • P-10
aileged beating. questioniitg about
the_alleged_beating.
27. 177 * 77w plighi ofMr. *
n
I t)8
Faqih. . .has drawa
media attention...
28. I 3() * f.. .friends/ Who were * *
itot affected bv (lie
tsunami,
29. 182 15 ... 10 other people ... 10 other people • GOOD-5
were heing were heing subjected • P-1 1
iitvestigated on ta investigation on
similar charges after similar charges afler
dozen.r of cotnplaints dozens of coniplaints
b’ victi,ns und bv Inctiins and
securitefrirces. securitv forces.
30. 186 * Mi. Rauavirujah s * *
admission that nid
wasfailing to reacli
those in need came as
sunnt’ors stepped up
protests this week
savingfood rations
had flot arrived.
31. 1 88a * Norwav s ambassador * *
Hans Brattskar,
,neanwhile, witt hold
talks Satu rday with
the Tantil Tiger
rebels political
chief..
32. 1 88b 16 Norwav ‘s ambassador ?Norwav s • OTHER-5
Hans Brattskar, ambassade r Hans • R—5
,neanwhile, witt hold Brattskar,
tatks Sctturdctv with ,neanwhile, witl tatk
the Taud! Tiger Saturda with die
rebels political Tant il Tiger rehels
chief.. pobtical (‘bief.. t 17)
33. 192 * .. . the boc!v count
wottld co,ttintte to lise
for weekv...
34. 215 17 tKam Air] flues leased ?fKam Air] makes • OK-7
aircruft betueen fligltts with lectsed • R-6
Kahul and Duhaj... aircraft between
Kabtil and Dubai...
35. 216 18 [Kam Air] operates [Kant Air! carnes • OTHFR-6
several domestic ont the operation of • P-12
routes, se terni domestic
routes.
n 109
12 Acceptable (Gond, OK). and Unacceptable (Other). in tlw form “judgrnent”-count.
‘° P (Type I). R (Type 2), in the torrn Type-count.
States
n
General Reference Para- Corpus Sentence Paraphrase Acceptability
Count Number phrase Judgement2
in Corpus Count & Nominal
Type3
* (In societal—scale S *
decision-inaki,tg,) a
collective isfaced with
the pmblem of
derii’ing u decision
ttiut is in acetrd with
the collective ‘s
intention.
2. 5 * This workshows * *
promise fur the future
de velopment cf pohcv—
unaking svstents...
3. 6 * Collective decision- ‘
inaking ix central to
thefiwctioninç’ Qfa
societt’...
4. If] * This approximation ix * *
analegens te a
computer scientist ‘s
concept of ‘ ‘lossy”
data con Ipression
where seine ioss cf
infi,rmation ioss...
5. I I * Accordinglv, ive can * *
cuit the use of
representative
decision-mukers social
compression.
6. 12 * A lossless I-te-I
representationat
structure ix the case
when ail individuels
cire repre.ventatii’es cf
themselves, ct direct
democracv.
7. 13 * . . . when the ratio cf * *
representa tien reaches
an all-to-I model, one
individuel ix u gmss
iessy model cf the
greup...
8. 14 * Most modem * *
demnocratic’ institutions
lie in between these
tue extremes.
I I t)
9. 1 8 * Prestanablv, there is a *
voit g ressionat
inentbei’ship_linut...
I 0. I 9 * . . . the COttUhttlfljc’UtiOflS *
t,t’erhead required to
ct),tdUct traditional
i)arliamentaiY proce.vs
lias o pi-activai
ceiling..
I I
. 20 * et there is also the * *
siniplefact...
12. 29 * This isfottowed by u * *
discussion of
implications...
13. 31 * . . .this laiter method j,Ç *
more iikeiv to
accu rateiv reflect the
opin toits of the n’l,oie
coilecti t ‘e.
14. 34 * FigurutivL’Iv, ont’ *
coutd imagine u itodi’
with a 0.0 O/)iit ion a,ç
an extreme
conservutive uitd an
individuul with u 1.0
opinion as an cxl rente
lihe rai.
15. 35 I Values in between Vulues in beticcen • GOOD— I
these bounds represeut thc’se litmnds
• R—J
the diverse opinions of pro vide a
the general poptdatitnt. represeutation of
lite di l’erse O,tiiflIOilS
ofrhc’ general
population.
‘/ctiue,v in betti’een
dicte bound,v
16. 36 2 ...the set Ndenotes the ... the set Nprovides • COOD-2
entire pop ukttit)n... tite deizotation of • R—2
tue en tire
population...
17. 37 3 . . . the subset A denotes ... the subset A • G000-3
lite active participants, protides the • R—3
deuotation uf the
active participants.
I 8. 40 ‘ .. . the doser lite *
number tif activelv
partic’ipctting
individuals ( lA I) is tf)
the size f?!’ lite total
populatioit (INI)...
19. 41 * ...the utore accu ratclv * *
tut’ group bi abte b
ntt,dc’l die perspective
of ail itt constituent
ntentbe rs.
III
n
20. 43 j Equation I is a * *
I coinplete description of
theflrstform of
repre.rentatii’e
decIsion—ntak tag wc’
are considering...
2 I . 45 The secondforai (3) is * s
identical
22. 47 * The weight(p) * *
parumeter in (3) is die
ntunber of non
participcmts heing
representeci hv
participant p...
23. 48 * This weight nay be * *
fractionul
24. 49 * ...the suai of ail *
weiç’hts ulwavs equals
the total number of
participants. N.
25. 50 * Thus equation (3) is *
sinzplv u weightecl
average of
participants ‘ opinions.
26. 54 * TIns is an * S
oi’ersunpiificatuni of
trust formation in the
reai world...
27. 58 4 .. .edge-weights in our ... edge-weighrs in • COOD-4
model actuuilv denote our model actuallv
• R—4
the percentage ofeach provide lite
noUe ‘s trust assigned denolation ftlie
tu each adjacent ,zode. percentage ofeach
,iode ‘s trust
u.vsig,iecl tu each
adjciceiu_,iode.
28. 59 * 7’Iie onlv thing that *
rernains tu be defined
(is the inethodfor
calcidating
weight(p)...
29. 61 5 Figure Ï below depicts Figure I belon’ • GOOD-5
a simple excunple pro vide u depiction • R-5
showing trust of u simple cr001pie
connections cunong a showing trust
four iiode colleuti ve... COu nectiouis (((((0 zç
((/0111 ,iod’
collective...
30. 63 * flic great utilitv ofthis *
social network methoci
is that ive take
advauitage of trust
transitivitv.
3 I . 65 6 In figure I, human A lu figure I. Inunan A • GOOfl—6
trust,ç B conipieteiv... holds trust in B • R—6
n
112
__________
coinp!etetv...
32. 67 * We can irnagine that * *
(each tiode is initiallv
giien o,ze unit of
trust...)
33. 75 7
. .
. we trust differeni ... we have trust in • GOOD-7
peopte for dtfferenr different people for
• R-7
reasons. . - different reasons...
34. 76 8
. .
. individuals would .. individuals woutd • GOOD-$
need ci diflerent set of have the need ci
• R-8
peersfi)r ecich subject diflc’rent set ofpeers
doniain of decision for each .rt,bject
,nakinç. clomai,i cf decisitm
niakiiç’.
35. 78 * C’s weightis 1.5. * *
36. 79 * .. .the ourcome would * *
be 0.7...
37. 84 * Our intent was to *
mensure the accu racv
of roup decision
outcomes relativc’ tt)
-_____________ expected outcomes...
38. 91 * Tins result was * *
especiallv dramatic...
39 99 * Participants are at * *
fltifllflhllifl
representatires of their
own opinions...
40. I 05 * .. . this increase in errc,r * *
can be .s’ignificantlv
danipenedfor neartv
anv ntonber or
representatik’es...
4 I . 1 06 * This researcti bas *
important implication.v
for collectives...
42. 107 * . . . the structure ofthe *
underiving social
network ix relativelv
stable.
43. 109 * lins is analogous U) n * *
holog rani.
44. 1 10 t . ..uny hroken-tffpart * *
ofthe whole ima,ç,’e ix
infrzct n louer
resolution version of
the u’hole.
45. I I I * flic idea ofdynanuc t *
representcltion lias an
important role tc) plcie
in the future
development t?
societal-scale
decision—niciking
systeins...
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46. 1 12 9 Formallv, luis Eurnuzllv. thi.s • C000—9
C’olitp!c’XItV trctnsitioll cuniplexztv
• R—9
corresponds tu ci shift trunsition lies in
froni hjertjrchjeu! correspondence
con trol structures tu with u shiftfrom
pclflicipatorv networks. hierarchical controi
structures tu
pci rticipatorv
networks.
47. I 14 * . . . it witl be necessarv * *
tu replace the
truditionalie
stcitic. . .furnL of
representation...
48. 1 15 * . . .future designers of * *
ltirge—scule hiinian
decisirni-niuking
svstenzs wittfind our
societul networks
based inethod of use ni
meeting this e,nerginç
need.
49. I I 9 * . .. nu une could better * *
ensure thut...
50. 120 * . . . tue world does ,,ot * *
forger the needs ufthe
couiitries detastnted
b’,’ the Dec. 26
disaster.
5 I . 121 h * Air. Clinton sciid in u * *
statement thut lie looks
forward to seniug as
Mr. Anncnz ‘s speciul
en tue, starting in
March,
52. 122 * . . . lie will have more tu * *
sas’ about the job ut
ttiut toue.
53. 127 1 t) . . . die tua qf us Itope to .. . the ti’t) Qf u. have • GOOD— 10
visit die region lite hope.pfyjvitiii’ • R-10
together luter this the reg ion together
,nonth. later this ,nonth.
t have htopes
54. I 28b * ... Fred Eckhard said * *
Mr. An nun wanted tu
appoint u special
en 1)0V ijOt oit!’,’ tu fucus
on the cleunup and
reco,tstruction...
55. I 30 * The Secretan’-General * *
ix confident thut
president Clin ton wiil
bring energe,
dencunisuz andjicus tu
the task ofsustaining
n’t)rld inlereSt in the
n 114
n
vital recoverv und
reconstruction phare
following (6e tsunami
disuster.
56. 133 I I He betieves that Ut) one He Itotds/has the • GOOD-J 1
c’ould pf)Ssibl y be betief thut no one • R—1 I
better cualij7ed for this could possiblv 6e
task. better qualified,frir
this task.
57. 139 12 ...thevhope to go ta ... theyhave hopes • GOOD-12
the tsunami-ra vuged of going to tue
• R-12
Indian Ocean regicm ta tsunaîni—ravaged
illustrate (6e need for indian Ocean region
continuedfinancial to ilh,st rate (6e need
hetpfroni American,r... for conthzued
financial belp froiii
A niericans...
58. 142 13 .6e expected ...he had/heldthe • GOOD-13
A mericans ta expectation that • R—13
e ventuallv contri bute A mericuns ta
billions. eventuullv wotdd
contri bute billions.
59. 151 14 This tsunami inav This tstmaou mou • GOOD— 14
ittustrate thefragititv provide the • R-14
ofhuman life... illustration of the
fra tilit y of liiiiiic(U
11fe...
6t). 152 15 ...the response toit ... (6e respomise (o it • GOOD—15
represents tue strength provides a • R-15
ofthe human spirit... representation of
die strength of the
hunictn_sphiit...
61 . 159 * Ttie officiaI death toi! *
froni (6e tsunami is at
leust 159, 976,
62. 1 6$ * Most ofthe mnissing are * *
feared dead but con ‘1
6e legaflv cleciared
.ruchfi)r u vear.
63. 173 * FaridFaqih hada * *
hruised face...
64. 200 16 We don ‘t k,tow ftliere We don ‘t hotd any • GOOD-16
are ani survivoer. knowtedge as to • R-16
wltether there cire
(111V survi cors.
65. 21 I * At least 14 ofthe 96 * *
passengers were
foreigners,
66. 214 * Other sources raid ‘ *
thev inc!uded three
U.S. women mvorking
for u Massachussetts—
hased_ccnnpany,...
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Accomplishments
General Reference Para- Corpus Paraphrase Acceptability
Count Number phrase Sentence Judgement4
in Corpus Count & Nominal
Type5
3 1 An agent-hu.red An agent-baseci • GOOD-1
simulation simulation carnes ont
•
demonstrates that tite demonstration that in
in traditional traditional representation
representation structures...
structures... (also gives û
demonstration)
2. 4 2 hi the direction of in the direction of o • GOOD—2
ci re,nedv, this rcniedv. this paper gives • R—1
paper describes o a description ofa nove!
nove! .rocietal societal ,tetnork—basecl
netivork—ba.red tue!hoci for .vocietal—,rccde
inethodfor decision—mciking
,rocietal—scaie
decision—making
3. 26 3 First we describe Flirt ive carry ont the • G000-3
the proposed description of the • P-2
,nethod... proposeci meth oc!...
4. 28 4 Next wepresent Next we carry ont the • GOOD-4
the restdts oft,t presentalion of the • p3
açent—based les ults of cm agent—ba,red
simulation of bot,’i smmlation of hoth lite
the traditionul truchiioncti and proposeci
und propo,red ,nethods.
,nethods.
5. 30 5 hi th,,r section ive in tins rection ne carry • COOD—5
descnibe a ,riinple ont the description of o
. p_4
computer ,nt,del .rbnpie computer niociel 0/
of collective collective deci.riou
-
decision—making inaking in order to
in order to compare two alternative
compare two forms 0f repre.rentcltion...
alternative forms
of
representation...
6. 42 6 The decision The decision error ofthe • GOOD-6
error ofthe group group is given • p_5
is deten,nined bv determiiting h’ the
the ab,roltite value absoltite value of the
ofthe diflre,uce d(fference between the
between the calculated group decis,on
calctdated group (1) anci the expected
decision (Ï) anci deci.rion (2).
the expected
Acceptable (Good, OK), and Unacceptable (Other). in the forrn “judgrnent”-cnunt.
° P (Type I), R (Type 2). in the form Type-count.
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decision (2).
7 56 * Howecer this *
equation serves
the purposes of
our simutcttion.
8. 60 7 ...we’ttdescribe ...we’ttgive the • GOOD-7
the weight description ofthe weight • R-2
ccdculation calculation inethod in the
inethod in the context ofa realistic
context of u social network...
realistic social
network...
9. 71 $ . . factice nocles/ ... [active nodes/ do liai • OK— I
do not carry ont / make (ans’) • P-6
redistribute. redistribution.
10. 74 9 FormaI Format algoritiuns for • OK—2
algorithnis for this aggregation process • p7
this aggregation are given presentation fr1’
process are /Stetnbock 2004/.
presented hv
[Steinhock 2004].
I I . 82 10 Now that u ?Nt,w that u preliininan • OK—3
preliininarv understandinç of the • P—8
understunding of social network ut ethod
the social network lias heeit given
method lias been presentation...
preseuted...
12. 83 1 1 . . . ne summarize ... we gil’e a • G000-8
the resuits ofour sununaryLuintnarizatiou • R-3
sintu lation runs of die restdt.ç of our
on networks of simulation cuits on
one hundrec? with networks of onc’ huudrcd
constcmt with constant
connectivitv. COnnL’ctivitv.
13. 85 77 result.r in *
figure 2 clearlv
show the
advantuge of our
inethodfor
varving ratios of
representation.
14. 94 12 .. . the social .. . the social ,ietwork • GOOD—9
network sinoothes carnes ont a sinoothing • P-9
out fluctuations... ont offluctuations...
15. 100 * [Participants *
represent ttte
entire collectn’e
inso,nuch that... I
decisions
determine
collective actions.
16. 102 1 3 .. .decision ?... decision outcontes • OTHER—
outco,nes derive perinit/altow of
soletv front the derivation solelv front the • p_ o
opinio!t.v ofthe opinions ofthc
particïpating pc rticipating inditiduals.
117
individtialc.
17. 1 13 * ...itpluys out jU * S
the context o/
public policv
uzuking.
18. 121 a 14 Me. Clinto,i xuid *Mr. Clintoiz made the • OTHER
in a statem eut stateineut in a statemeut 2
that 6e looks that lie looks lot tard ta • J_4
forwctrd to serving a.r Me. Annan ‘s
.verving as Me. spc’ciul en VO V. sta,Ïint,’ in
Annan ‘s specral Match,... f 14)
en i’ov, starting in
filarch,...
19. 121 c 15 Mr. Clinton said ?Mr. Chaton stated that •
in a staternent lie looks fortta,d ta 3
tlrnt lie looks .çeriint’ as Me. Annon ‘s
• R-5
foru ard ta ,tpecial en t’ov, 510 rtiug in
sen’ing as Mi. A’iarch,... f 5)
Annon ‘s special
envoy. starting in
Marrh....
20. 126 Mr. Clinton said
lie ivili continue to
focus on lus uork
with the tilder Me.
Bush...
21. I 28a * Fred Eckhard *
said Mc A iinan
ti’ttntect ta appoiit
u speciul en vov
plot only tofocus
on the clecutup
anti
recon.vtruction...
-_________________________
22. 131 * The Secretarv- *
Genercil is
coizfident that
presideizi Clintcni
witt bring energv,
dvnanzis,n anti
Jocus w the tusk
of sustaining
world interest in
tue vital recoi’er’
and
recon.srruct,m
phase /oltowi,ig
the t.vunami
disa.vtc’r.
23. 132 * “...“ saidthe *
announcemeut
frotiz Mr.
Eckhard ‘s office.
24. 134 16 Mr. Annan anti Me. Annan anti Mc • GOOD-tO
Me. Clinton have Clinton have
• R—6
decided that u rnade/(?taken) the
11%
farinai decision that afin-tuai
0000mlceme,lt anflounceinent anci joint
undjoint appearmice iiill tcike
appearwice ivill place...
take place...
25. * ... Me. Bush said
last r*’eek that...
26. *
.. Me. Chnton
said that more
thon one—third of
u hillioti dollacr
had alreadv lieen
dc)natecl ta t!. S.
chu irities...
27. * “...“ Mr. Cli,zton *
said ut .!cnluorv ‘.v
lounch.
28. * * lie said last * *
month.
29. 161 17 The UN raid 7’l,e UN raid Eridav that • OTHER
Fridav that it witt it wit! carry mit the 4
bite up ta 30,000 hiriizg of up ta 30.000 • p.j j
tSti,lann survivors tsunami ,çun (vo,v in tue
in the country ta country ta ucc’elerate
accelerate recon,ttuctitnz.,.
ieconstructicm..
30. 1 67a 18 The number of *111e niiniber ofnn.r.v,m • O’FHER—
ini.vsing remain.r re,nain,r 127, 749, made 5
127,749, said the the statement the
• R-7
O i’ernntent ‘S if O I ‘e,7t01eut ‘* National
Nationfd Di.ruster Di.vaster Relief
Relief Coodinating Boiird in u
Coodinating statement.( 18)
Boardin a
statement.
31. I 67b 19 11w ,imnbc’r of ?The number of mi.rrinç’ • O’FHER—
,nis.çing remains remains 127, 749, stated 6
127,749. .raid tue the governnteflt’.v
• R-8
ça verninent ‘s National Diro,çter Relief
National Disa.rter Coodinatiuzç Board. ( I 9)
Relief
Coodinating
Boa cd itt a
statement.
32. 169 20 Mort ofthe Mort ofthe ims.ving are • OK—4
Ini,rsing are fi’orecl deaci but eau ‘t
• R—9
feared dead but iegallv be given sucli n
con ‘t be legallv dectaration for u vear.
declared such fur
a ‘ear.
33. 170 UN Developmeizt *
Progrtmi
spoke,rnsnnaui
!vheke Kooi,stra
said hiring ten,s tif
thou,rancl.v_of
tsunami victimns
for reconstruction
efforts “nul...
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34. 172 * Also Fridav, un *
inclonesian anti—
corruption actimist
detcxined on
ailegations of
steating nid was
taken to
hospital...
35. 174 * [FaridFaqihJ s *
said lie wcts
beaten...
36. 185 * Mr. *
Rana virajah s
admission that nid
wasfaiting to
reach those in
need canie ct.v
surv’ors stepped
U!) protests this
week saving food
rations liad not
arrived.
37. 189 21 Indonesia 5lndonesia... gave them • COOD-11
.. .buried them... a burial... • P-12
Tndonesia. . .carried out
their burial...
Indonesia arried out
their burying...
38. 194 * . . .a dav afler it *
ra,, imita o
.çnowstor,n...
39. 197 * [NATO troops] *
said thev were
calling off their
hunt for the dav
because of
darkness and bad
weather.
40. 198 * The securitv *
source said the
Kam Air Boeing
737 wasfound to
the north case of
the capital.
41. 201 22 The aircraft was The aircraJt was inaking • G()OD-12
flying front tue aflightfrom the western • R—10
western citv of citv of Heart to Kabul on
Heart to Kabtil on Thursclav when...
iiiursclav when..
42. 203 * Kant Air fintmcial *
con trouer
Zintarai Kantgar
said the crew
n
contauted
Pesha war
airport....
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43. 205 But Paki.ctwti *
cflicial.v said the
Jlighr neyer
reached their
oirspace.
44. 207 * ?o,iport *
Minis ter.. .said rite
ptlot last
coutaeted (lie
Kabul iontrol
ubotil 3 put.
Thursdav...
45. 212 * Atleastl4ofthe *
96 passengers
n’ere foreigners,
tue .secUritv
source .s’aid.
46. 21 3 * Other sources
said tite’ induded
three US. ;i’o,ttett
ii’orktitg for o
Mas satitussetts
l)a,Vetl_cofltpfittV,
Semelfactives
Genera Reference Para- Corpus Paraphrase Acceptabili
I Count Number phrase Sentence ty
in Corpus Count Judgement
69 1 The process flic process inakes • GOt)D
iterates with eucit an t/one) iteration J
node redistributing with each ,tc,cle
trust receiced on redistributhtg trust
rite pret’ious receit’ed on (lie
iteration... pret’ious iteraticnt. . -
2. 124 2 . .countries ... countric’s • GOOD
de s’astated b’ the de s’astared bv rite 2
cci rthquake of! earthquctke off
I,td,nc’sia that lndo,te,sia thctt was
triggered t,vunctoti.r the trigger of
oc’ ross rite ludion tsunantis cicross the
Oc cuit ta Africct. lndtcat Occ’cut 10
AJrica.
3. 149 3 The former Thefornter presiclc’nr • GOOD—
pi-esident lias Itas inade/given 3
praised the praiçe of rite
ourpouring of OutpOuriltg of
‘ Acceptable (Coud. OK), ami Unacceptahie (Other), in the form “judgrnent”-cosint.
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support for the supportfor (ht
tsunami victi,n.ç... tsunwui ikti,,is.
(also Itetd (high)
________ ___________
________ __________________
praise of)
_____________
4. 178 4 . . . ht ,ecentlv ... ht ,ecentlv made •
accused tue accusation that 4
go vernhlielit go vernoient ofluuds
ofiicials in Ac’eh of in Aceli titre tryiiu
t,-vIni ta nui more to win niait’ cuci bV
aid b’,’ inflating tue inflating the puimber
number of refugee.s’ of refit gees in canIps.
tanzpv ... ht recentli’ made
accusations against
(or brought under
accusation)
go ,‘ernnlc’,It officiais
in Acehfrr trving ta
wi,t more aid bi’
inflating tue munitber
of refimgees in canzps.
5. 179 5 In Sri Ijmka, two ht Sri Lanka, tua • G000-
vilkige officiais village officiais were 5
were accused of broughl under
clumitelling aid ta accusation for
friends. .. channelling nid ta
friencl,s...
In Sri Lan ko, tua
village offternis were
made the accusation
of channc’fling oit) ta
friends...
6. 195 6 But NATO troops ? But NATO traops • OTHER
searchmg for the searchingfrr the
—1
plane denied it had plane issued u
beenJauncl ... deniat timat ii haci
beenfiiund
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Appendix 2: Other Corpus Sentences and Theîr
Sources
Refer- Corpus Sentence Source —______________________
ence
Number
01 Around 110 pcople (2t)05) Rotary distributcs frec lirnbs to bcncficiairies.
made utilisation of Deccan Herralci.
thc cight-day rotary www.deccanhcrald.com/deccanhcraldhnad)220t)5/d I I.
camp organiscd to asp
distribute free
artificial limbs.
02 t thus came up with www.4guysfromrolla.comlwcbtech/t)41000-l.shtml
a method, which
makes utiliza tian of
Session and
Application
variables, and no
physical binding to
any database server
03 The systcm inakes www.priorartdatabase.com/tPC0M/00o0 10321
tiIizcttio of the
WDT timer to store
a user dcfined TPO
value, the TPO
value is a TOD
stamp rcpresenting
a future state ot
when the system is
to be powered on
04 Sony Ericsson playlistmag.com/news/2005/02/ 15/
Mobile sonyericssonlindex.php
Communications
AB will counter
Motorolas
introduction
ycsterday of its tirst
iTunes-compatible
ceIl phone whcn it
unveils a mobile
phone-cum-digital
music player carly
ncxt month,
company President
Miles flint
announced at the
3GSM World
Congress in Cannes
on Monday.
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05 “Our patience has www.thewrightchoice.com/whatsncw4intro.htm
been rewarded!”
announced IVIr.
Wright.
06 Nazakat Babayeva www.phi IIaw.aznet.org!genderen/cdi tion4.htrn
carnes oUt
consideration of
some problems of
Azeri’s family life
in the early middle
ages.
07 The Working wwwserver.law.wits.ac.zalhumanrts/demo
Groups objective /1994min.html
was to carry out
consideration of ail
aspects of
transnational
corporations
affecting human
rights, Mr. Guisse
said, with thc hope
that such research
efforts would lead
to preparation of an
instrument that
would contain
guidelines or
binding standards
for these
corporations. —
0$ Figure 2 is the http://tc.unl.cduldcan/scholarPractitioncr/evolutSP. html
illustration (fthat
model
09 If a \fxP(x) is false http://www.hf.uio.no/filosofi/nj pl/vol2no I /
although P(t) is true models/node5.html
for every term t,
then the uni verse of
the model is to
contain such an j
that i II PlI (where
Il Pli is the
denotation of P, a
subset of the
universe)
010 As a final step, www.efunda.cornJformulae/solid_mechanics
rccognizing that the fbearns/theory.cfrn
integral over y is
tite definition ofthe
beams arca moment
ofinertial,
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J =jjy2’dydz
allows us to arrive
at the Etiler
Bernoulli beam
equation,
2d dw
— E!— =p
(ix2 (ix2
01 1 Littlefish Open http://www.hoise.comlvmw/99/articles/vmw/ LV-
Source hcalth VM-12-99-12.htmI.
record Software
e,nhodies the dream
of knowlcdgc
sharing and
community-building
0 12 According to one http://www.mystcriousbritain.co.uklmajorsites/
tradition, recorded cemc_abbass.html
from a farm
labourer in the
Gcntlcmans
Magazine, the
figure is the
representation of a
Danish giant who
had lcd an invasion
of England from the
coast
013 The image of the http://interoz.com/egypUsphinx.htm
sphinx is a
depiction of royal
powcr
014 The religious http://www.philippines.hvu.nl/culture2.htm.
procession is a re
enactment ofthe
finding of the Holy
Cross by Reyna
Helcna
n
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